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Abstract

We study a sender’s optimal choice of precision when he selects from a class

of random signals to persuade a receiver to accept his request, with higher costs

associated with higher precision. The receiver observes both the precision and

a random realization of the signal. We characterize plausible equilibria under

discretion, where the sender privately observes favourable or unfavourable in-

formation before choosing precision. We show that under discretion, as long

as the receiver is not convinced ex ante, there exists a unique plausible equilib-

rium, in which each type of sender’s payoff is independent of how pessimistic

the receiver is about the sender. We also consider commitment, where the

sender chooses the precision of his signal before observing any private infor-

mation. We then analyze optimal persuasion by comparing the sender’s payoff

from discretion and that from commitment. We demonstrate that when the

receiver is more pessimistic, the sender is more likely to prefer discretion to

commitment.

Keywords: persuasion, costly signals, precision, signalling, D1 equilibrium,

strategic communication, optimal information provision.

JEL codes: D72, D82.
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1 Introduction

In environments of persuasion, the persuader (Sender hereafter) often possesses or has

the option to obtain private information before attempting to persuade the listener

(Receiver hereafter).1 Thus, Sender could not only persuade Receiver directly, by

providing information relevant to Receiver’s decision, but also persuade Receiver

indirectly, by choosing the way to provide information, which is itself revealing of

Sender’s private information. For example, a pharmaceutical company may fund

studies that test the safety and effectiveness of a drug it makes, which provide useful

information to policy makers. At the same time, the sophistication and scale of

such studies may also be an indicator of the drug’s quality.2 For another example,

consider a researcher’s decision of how much energy and time to devote to improving

the writing of a paper, before submitting it to an academic journal. Better writing

would help the editor (and referees) to more accurately assess the suitability of

the paper for the journal, but on the other hand, good writing could be used as a

signal of suitability if the researcher has private information about its suitability.3

Finally, consider the scenario in which a political challenger campaigns to replace

an incumbent in a primary election. The challenger may provide information about

1For ease of exposition, we also refer to Sender as “he” and Receiver as “she.”
2Merck, the maker of the HPV vaccine, Gardasil, funded a 10-year long-term follow-up study

of its vaccine in preadolescents and adolescents, with 1661 boys and girls involved. Dr. Daron G.

Ferris, the principal investigator of the study, reported the findings in a published article (Ferris

et al. [18]), as well as a press release [42], which states, “A decade of data on hundreds of boys

and girls who received the HPV vaccine indicates the vaccine is safe and effective long term in

protecting against the most virulent strains of the virus, researchers report.” Abstracting from

issues of conflicts of interest posed by studies like this, it is an example in which the intended

audience observes both some indication of the precision of the study and the outcome of it. It can

be viewed as an effort by Merck to convince skeptics (for example, Dr. Diane Harper of Dartmouth

Medical School, as quoted in a New York Times article [48]) of the benefit of mandatory injection

of their vaccine and refute critics.
3This is related to the “q-r Theory” of academic publishing proposed by Ellison [13]. But here,

we assume that the editor cares only about the “q” quality of the paper, namely, how suitable the

paper is for the journal. We treat the “r” quality, the goodness of writing, as a means for the author

to convey the “q” quality to the editor. A similar point can be made about auditing reports by

accounting firms (Francis [20]).



his competence through engaging in campaign activities like town hall meetings, but

his decision whether to participate in such a town hall meeting and how many such

town hall meetings to participate in may also be an indicator of his competence.4

In this paper, we analyze an environment where Sender chooses the level of preci-

sion from a class of stochastic signals/communication devices and precision is costly.

Sender wants to persuade Receiver to make a binary decision in his favour, which can

be interpreted as to accept a request from Sender – to approve a drug (pharmaceuti-

cal company – drug regulator like the Food and Drug Administration, or FDA, in the

United States), to vote for him (political candidate – voter), or to accept a research

paper for publication (author – journal editor). In our model, Sender could be one

of two types: high or low, which we refer to as his quality. Under full information,

Receiver would accept the high type and reject the low type. Receiver observes both

the precision of the signal and a random realization of it, before making her decision.

We study two versions of the game – discretion, in which Sender chooses precision

after learning his quality, and commitment,5 in which he does so before that. We

also label the former a game of persuasive signalling, because when Sender possesses

private information about his quality, in addition to the random realization of the

4In the 2018 US Midterms election, a number of young candidates with little previous political

experience took part in Democratic primary elections against more seasoned incumbents, including

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez against Joe Crowley in New York’s 14th Congressional District, Ayanna

Presseley against Michael Capuano in Massachusetts’ 7th Congressional District, Cynthia Nixon

against Andrew Cuomo for New York State’s governorship, among others. Presumably, owing to

lack of experience, they would not have had private information about their own (politics-relevant)

quality. Their choice to not “wait their turn” and acquire more information but instead run against

their own party’s incumbent was considered surprising but did in some cases produce the intended

outcome. One notable fact is that most of these candidates ran on the message that the status quo

is deeply unsatisfactory.
5We do not allow Sender to commit to a level of precision contingent on his realized type. This is

in contrast to Kamenica and Gentzkow [33] and Gentzkow and Kamenica [24], who do not limit the

set of signals. We believe the restriction we place on the set of signals is realistic in certain settings.

For example, when a novice political candidate uninformed of his quality chooses the intensity of

campaigning activities, he would not have the ability to choose the intensity to be contingent on his

quality, given that there is no available measure of his quality, which can only be revealed once he

holds some significant political office. For example, clinical studies typically have standard designs

and the pharmaceutical company must commit to releasing the results of such studies.
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signal that serves to directly persuade Receiver through provision of decision-relevant

information, his choice of precision could indirectly signal his quality. We then

consider optimal persuasion, in which we compare Sender’s expected payoffs under

discretion and commitment. Finally, we compare Receiver’s payoffs under these two

scenarios.

To fix ideas, consider the example above in which a pharmaceutical company

sponsors a study, in the form of randomized controlled trials. The goal of the phar-

maceutical company may be to seek wider adoption of its drug (for example, in the

United States, mandatory administration of the HPV vaccine to schoolchildren by

the Center for Disease Control and Prevention, or CDC) or reenforcement of its

market position (for example, to fend off the threat of a generic competitor), may

want to fund a post-approval study about the safety and effectiveness of its drug.

It has to decide the scale and complexity of randomized controlled trials. A trial

that is larger in scale and more sophisticated offers more precise information about

the safety and effectiveness of the drug, but is also necessarily more costly. In this

context, the regulator observes both the precision and the outcome of the study, the

latter of which is random and cannot be perfectly controlled by the pharmaceutical

company. Would the sponsorship of an informative study signal the quality of the

drug? Should the pharmaceutical company commit to sponsoring a study right af-

ter approval (commitment) or acquiring some feedbacks from doctors and patients

before sponsoring such a study (discretion)?

In our analysis of the discretion scenario, we fully characterize all D1 equilibria.

We find that, when the common prior about Sender’s type is pessimistic or neutral,

that is, when it is commonly known that ex ante Receiver prefers rejection of Sender

or is indifferent between acceptance and rejection, the D1 equilibrium is unique and

semi-separating – the high-type Sender chooses a positive level of precision and the

low-type Sender mixes between zero precision and that chosen by the high type. Fur-

thermore, the high type’s choice of precision, the posterior about quality associated

with that precision, and both types’ payoffs are uniquely determined, irrespective of

the prior distribution of types. For all other combinations of precision and posterior,

the D1 refinement implies that the high type can convince Receiver of his quality

by either being marginally more or less precise. That the expected payoffs of both
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types of Sender are independent of the prior is reminiscent of the properties of the

Riley [47] outcome in a standard Spence [51, 52] job market signalling model. We

also show that when the common prior is optimistic, there may exist multiple equilib-

ria, among which there is always one in which Sender always chooses zero precision.

In all cases, the posterior associated with the high type’s chosen precision is always

optimistic, in that without observing the signal realization, Receiver would in fact

accept Sender.

We also characterize Sender’s optimal choice of precision under the commitment

scenario, and show that a positive level of precision is possible only in the neutral

and pessimistic but close to neutral cases. Furthermore, this is more likely to occur

in the case of a high-likelihood but small improvement over the status quo.

Finally, based on our characterizations under the discretion and commitment sce-

narios, we investigate the optimal persuasion policy of Sender. When the common

prior is optimistic, Sender is indifferent between commitment and discretion, provid-

ing no information in both cases, as it is the best D1 equilibrium for Sender under

discretion. The more interesting comparisons come from the neutral and pessimistic

cases. In both cases, Sender could prefer either commitment or discretion. However,

fixing everything else, as Receiver’s status quo payoff from rejection of Sender in-

creases, Sender’s preference unambiguously moves from commitment to discretion.

The key observation is that Sender’s expected payoff from discretion does not depend

on Receiver’s default payoff from rejection, while that from commitment is decreas-

ing in it.6 We also compare Receiver’s welfare under these two scenarios, and show

that whenever Sender prefers commitment to discretion, Receiver’s preferences are

the opposite. Thus, there are potential conflicts between Sender and Receiver.

Even though our setup is relatively stylized, our analysis and its conclusions have

the potential of providing economic insight into a number of similar environments,

6This, applied to the example of primary challengers, implies that a challenger would be more

likely to enter the race without further information acquisition if the status quo is relatively bad for

Receiver. It is therefore not surprising that all the aforementioned Democratic primary candidates

focus on the incumbents’ inability to advance progressive agenda. In an interview with Vox, Cynthia

Nixon said “we've had a governor for the last 7.5 years who has incentivized Democrats to vote with

Republicans to give Republicans control of the state Senate ... (I) will fight for the real progressive

change that we want in New York and that been so long in coming.” ([41])
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which we discuss at the end of the paper.

Related literature. With our model, we aim at studying economic and political

environments where information transmission by a possibly privately informed sender

stems from both the means and the contents of communication. In this respect, our

paper belongs to a recent literature that deals with similar contexts, in a variety of

applications, including works by Li and Li [35], Gill and Sgroi [26, 27], Boleslavsky,

Cotton, and Gurnani [4], and Gratton, Holden, and Kolotilin [28]. Li and Li [35]

study two privately informed political candidates who can choose the accuracy of a

costly public signal (campaign) about his own qualifications or his opponent’s. They

interpret this choice as that between positive and negative campaigns. Gill and

Sgroi [26, 27] consider a privately-informed producer submitting to a test designed

to provide public information about the type of his product, where he chooses the

toughness of the test, or, how likely the product is to pass the test. Boleslavsky,

Cotton, and Gurnani [4] study the choice of the timing of demostrations, by a new-

product producer’s competing against an established product. In contrast to our

model, the information that consumers obtain through demonstrations is horizontal

in nature, which reflects each consumer’s idiosyncratic preferences on the product’s

characteristics. Gratton, Holden, and Kolotilin [28] study a political candidate’s

timing decision to release information to voters. In their model, therefore, early

release of information can signal high type by enabling more scrutiny, while “October

surprises” are more likely to be used by the low type.

The case of discretion in our model, as well as the models cited in the previous

paragraph, can be viewed as an extension of Milgrom’s [37] persuasion game, with

appropriate restrictions on the set of allowable stochastic signals.7 Another distin-

guishing feature of our model is that provision of information is not costless, but

involves a cost that is increasing in the precision of information. If it were costless

in our model, then “unravelling” – full revelation of information – would occur, as

in Milgrom’s [37] setup.8

The case of commitment in our model, on the other hand, is also related to

7See also Grossman [29] and Milgrom and Roberts [39]. Milgrom [38] provides a survey of the

literature on “classic” persuasion games.
8Hedlund [30] generalizes the unravelling result to settings with costly information provision.
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the Bayesian persuasion model made popular by Kamenica and Gentzkow [33], who

assume signals to be costless and Sender can commit to which signal to choose from

an unrestricted set, before learning any private information.

In closely related work, Perez-Richet [43] considers a setting with binary type

space for Sender and binary action space for Receiver, where as assumed by Ka-

menica and Gentzkow [33] signals are costless. He allows the set of signals to be

potentially restricted but still quite general. His analysis focuses on pure strategy

perfect Bayesian equilibria and shows that three different refinement concepts all

select the high type optimal equilibrium, even though the standard D1 refinement

might not.9 Our setting differs from Perez-Richet [43] on the one hand because we

consider costly signals, and on the other hand because we impose more restrictions

on the allowable signals. We also discuss the three equilibrium refinements studied

by Perez-Richet [43], but we have chosen to focus on the full characterization of the

D1 equilibria under discretion and on the comparison between commitment to a fixed

precision and discretion.10

Our comparison between discretion and commitment and conclusion that dis-

cretion could be better for Sender with pessimistic priors under costly signals com-

plement the analyses by Alonso and Câmara [1]. In an environment with costless

signals, they find that Sender cannot benefit from becoming privately informed if

the set of signals is unrestricted, but could benefit if it is restricted and satisfies

certain conditions. In our setting, if signals were costless, commitment would always

weakly dominate discretion, as full revelation would occur under discretion, whereas

full revelation would also be available to Sender under commitment. Relatedly, Hed-

lund [31] analyzes a setting with binary states that corresponds to the discretion

scenario in our model but assumes costless signals. He also allows a more general set

of actions and Sender to have imperfect information about the payoff-relevant state.

He identifies conditions under which full revelation of Sender’s private information

would occur.

9In particular, this means that the high type is always accepted if perfect revelation is available

as a signal.
10For more details on the comparison between our paper and Perez-Richet’s [43], see Section 3.2

and Appendix C.
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Rayo and Segal [46] also study (costless) Bayesian persuasion where Sender has

some private information. Bayesian persuasion with costly signals are studied by

Gentzkow and Kamenica [24], who identify assumptions under which Sender would

benefit from persuasion even when signals are costly.11

Our analysis of the “persuasive signalling” game, where Sender chooses the preci-

sion of her signal after obtaining private information, is related to a few other papers

in the signalling literature. One closely related paper is by Daley and Green [11],

who consider a signalling game where Receiver has an extra piece of information

about Sender, which they call grades. Their setup is closely modelled after that of

the classic Spence [51, 52] job market signalling model, in that Sender is paid a wage

based on his expected productivity. Daley and Green [11] focus on the character-

ization of D1 equilibria. While their model has a unique D1 equilibrium (pooling,

semi-pooling, or separating) for all possible priors, in our persuasive signalling game,

there could exist multiple D1 equilibria. In our model, a higher precision, which

is more costly, is not necessarily bad for Sender and therefore does not need to be

compensated by Receiver having a more favourable belief about Sender’s quality.

As a consequence, our model does not satisfy Daley and Green’s “non-decreasing

locus property.”12Thus, we make a contribution in considering an interesting setting

different from that in the literature. Furthermore, we also discuss other refinements

and more importantly, evaluate when can Sender be better off under discretion than

under commitment and whether his preferences for discretion are shared by Receiver.

In another related paper in the signalling literature, Feltovich, Harbaugh, and To

[17] analyse a model of signalling in which Receiver has access to additional noisy

information about Sender, which is not controlled by the latter. Their model has

three Sender types and their focus is on the existence of countersignalling equilib-

ria under appropriate distributional assumptions on the additional information.13

11Other theoretical works that are variations of Kamenica and Gentzkow’s [33] model in-

clude those of Kolotilin, Mylovanov, Zapechelnyuk, and Li [34] (private information of Receiver),

Taneva [53] and Wang [54] (multiple Receivers), Gentzkow and Kamenica [25] (endogenous acqui-

sition of information).
12See further explanation in Section 3.1 and in Appendix A.
13A countersignalling equilibrium is one in which the high type and low type pool on a less costly

action, while the medium type chooses a high action. The extension to three types and the analysis
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Chung and Esö [10] introduce career concerns into the framework and also demon-

strate that countersignalling occurs.14 Heufer [32] offers an information economic

and evolutionary justification of social drinking, using a modified signalling game.

Finally, there are a number of recent papers of persuasion where Sender has

private information, but uses different instruments to persuade Receiver, which in-

clude papers by Chakraborty and Harbaugh [5], Che, Dessein, and Kartik [6], and

Perez-Richet and Prady [44].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the model; Sec-

tion 3 characterizes equilibria under discretion; Section 4 investigates Sender’s choice

under commitment; Section 5 characterizes Sender’s optimal policy of persuasion, as

well as evaluates Receiver’s payoffs under these scenarios. Section 6 concludes. The

appendices collect proofs and omitted analytical details from the main text.

2 Model

Sender (“he”) wants to convince Receiver (“she”) to take a certain action. Sender

has private information about a decision-relevant state, which we hereby refer to

as his quality. Receiver faces a binary action space – she chooses an action y from

Y = {0, 1}, where action 1 is favoured by Sender and can be interpreted as Receiver’s

acceptance of a request by Sender, and 0 her rejection of it. Sender’s quality, denoted

by θ, can be high or low. It is randomly drawn from the set Θ ≡{θL, θH}, with

p0 ∈ (0, 1) being the probability of the high type. Receiver’s payoff is equal to

Sender’s quality if she chooses acceptance and to a default payoff θM otherwise:

UR(θ, y) = yθ + (1− y)θM ,

where y ∈ Y = {0, 1}. We assume θM ∈ (θL, θH), which means that Receiver always

rejects the low type and accepts the high type when Sender’s quality is known.

We first consider discretion, where Sender chooses a signal from a restricted

feasible set after learning his quality, θ. In Section 5, we will investigate commitment,

of countersignalling equilibria in our “persuasive signalling” game is the subject of analysis of a

companion paper.
14There are also papers on career concerns that do not allow Receiver to observe the signal chosen

by Sender, for example, those by Espinosa and Ray [14] and Zwiebel [55].
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where he does so before. A distinct feature of our model is that we restrict Sender

to choosing the “precision” from a class of normal signals. We denote the precision

(accuracy) of the signal by a ∈M = R+ ≡ R+∪{+∞}. Thus, by choosing precision

a, Sender enables Receiver to observe a realization of a normally distributed random

variable:15

s(θ, a) ≡ θ + εσ(a), (1)

where ε stands for a random variable with the standard normal distribution N(0, 1)

and

σ(a) =
θH − θL

a
.

It follows that the mean of Sender’s chosen random signal, s(θ, a), is equal to Sender’s

quality, θ, and its standard deviation is σ(a).16

Throughout the paper, following Kamenica and Gentzkow’s [33] terminology, we

will refer to Sender’s choice of a as a “signal”. The choice of precision a uniquely pins

down a random signal among the class of (normal) distributions we consider. Our

choice of the normal signal structure allows us to isolate the precision component

from the level component of the information transmitted.17 Receiver makes her

decision after observing both Sender’s chosen precision, a, and a realization of the

random signal, s ∈ S = R.

Sender’s payoff is equal to 1 from acceptance and 0 from rejection, net of the cost

of precision:

US(y, a) = y − C(a),

15Our analysis can be readily extended to the case in which M is a strict subset of R+.
16Our choice variable a is a normalized inverse of the standard deviation. In statistics, “preci-

sion” typically refers to the inverse of the variance of the normal distribution (see, for example,

DeGroot [12]). Here the random variable s has standard deviation σ = (θH − θL)/a, where the

normalization term (θH − θL) simplifies the notations throughout. We believe that our use of the

term precision does not create confusion.
17Espinosa and Ray [14] also use the normal distribution to model the agent’s choice of a noisy

signal in a principal-agent model. In their model, however, the principal does not observe the

agent’s choice of the signal. See also Che and Kartik [7], who allow the principal and the agent to

have different priors about the mean of a normal distribution and the agent’s acquired information

is also normally distributed.
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where C : M → R+ is the cost function. All aspects of the game are common

knowledge except Sender’s quality.

We place the following assumption on the cost of the signal precision.18

Assumption 1. The cost function C is twice differentiable, strictly increasing and

convex, that is, C ′(a) > 0 and C ′′(a) ≥ 0. Furthermore, C(0) = 0 and C ′(0) > 0.

Our assumption that a more precise signal is costlier is analogous to that of Hed-

lund [30], though he defines precision differently. We believe that this assumption fits

well with many applications, like those that we mentioned in the introduction. Note

also that we assume no “single-crossing” condition per se on the cost of precision.19

However, as we will show, the two types derive different benefits from having a higher

precision. In this sense, our model enables a form of endogenous “single-crossing”

condition. This feature is common with Daley and Green [11] and is present in other

works in the literature, for example, Fang [15] and Sobel [49].

3 Strategies and equilibrium under discretion

With a slight abuse of notation, a behavioural strategy for Sender is a function µS :

Θ → ∆M such that
∑

a µ
S(a|θ) = 1 for all θ ∈ Θ, where µS(a|θ) is the probability

that a sender of type θ chooses signal a. A behavioral strategy for Receiver is a

function µR : M × S → [0, 1], where µR(a, s) is the probability that a receiver that

observes signal a and signal realization s takes action y = 1. In this section we first

consider Receiver’s problem, whose analysis applies also under commitment. We then

state Sender’s problem under discretion and provide a definition of D1 equilibrium

for our game.

Receiver’s problem

Receiver chooses the probability of accepting Sender (action 1) to maximize her

expected utility conditional on signal a and its realization s:

max
µR∈[0,1]

EUR(θ, y) = max
µR∈[0,1]

µREp[θ|a, s] + (1− µR)θM ,

18Note that our Assumption implies that C(+∞) = +∞ > 1.
19See Sobel [50] for a definition. Feltovich, Harbaugh, and To [17] also assume single crossing on

the cost of the signal.
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where the expectation is taken with respect to Receiver’s posterior belief on Sender’s

type p(·|a, s).
The solution to Receiver’s problem is straightforward–it involves her accepting

Sender with probability one if his expected quality is better than the default option,

i.e., if Ep[θ|a, s] > θM and rejecting him with probability one if the opposite is

true, Ep[θ|a, s] < θM . In case of indifference, any probability of acceptance in [0, 1]

constitutes a best response. We assume that in this case Receiver accepts Sender

with probability 1/2.

It is useful to define three categories of beliefs, p, based on how expected quality

of Sender,

Ep(θ) = pθH + (1− p)θL,

compares with the default quality, θM . We define p as the belief p that makes it equal

to the default quality, i.e., Ep(θ) = θM . With a slight abuse of notation, we will use

p to denote prior, posterior, as well as interim posterior, namely, Receiver’s belief

that Sender is of high type, after observing signal a, but before observing a signal

realization s. To facilitate our analysis, we also introduce a normalized measure of

Receiver’s level of optimism, or the “weighted” relative likelihood of the high type:

λ ≡ p(θH − θM)

(1− p)(θM − θL)
. (2)

Definition 1. We say that Receiver’s belief is optimistic if p > p (λ > 1), neutral if

p = p(λ = 1), and pessimistic if p < p (λ < 1).

The above definition can be applied to the prior, interim posterior, and posterior.

When applied to the prior, without any additional information, Receiver would ac-

cept Sender if it is optimistic, reject him if it is pessimistic, and be indifferent if it is

neutral. We will refer to these situations as the optimistic, pessimistic, and neutral

cases, respectively.

As is established in the following Lemma, it is optimal for Receiver to use a cutoff

strategy, wherein she accepts Sender’s request if and only if the signal realization

exceeds a cutoff. This encompasses the trivial cases where Receiver always or never

accepts Sender’s request, where the cutoff is set to minus or plus infinity respectively.
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Lemma 1. For any a ∈ M and associated interim posterior p, Receiver accepts

Sender’s request if and only if the signal realization s exceeds a cutoff s̄, where

s̄ ≡ θH + θL
2

− (θH − θL) lnλ

a2
.

Observe that the cutoff, s̄, is decreasing in the level of optimism, as measured by

λ (or equivalently, the interim posterior, p).20 In addition, it is strictly increasing in

precision, a, for optimistic beliefs, but decreasing for pessimistic ones.

By definition, the cutoff s̄ is the signal realization that, for a given level of op-

timism, makes Receiver indifferent between accepting or rejecting Sender’s request,

which can be stated as21

λφ(x) = φ(x+ a), (3)

where

x ≡ s̄− θH
σ(a)

=
(s̄− θH) a

θH − θL
, (4)

and φ denotes the density function of the standard normal distribution.

Equation (3) represents Receiver’s best response given her system of beliefs, where

x and x + a are respectively the high type’s and the low type’s cutoff points when

normalized into standard normal distribution (recall that σ(a) is the standard de-

viation of the random signal).22 Relatedly, as a result of Receiver’s decision, the

probability that Sender of type i is accepted by Receiver is the probability that the

normalized signal is above their respective cutoffs:

πH(a, p) = 1− Φ(x); (5)

πL(a, p) = 1− Φ(x+ a), (6)

where πi(a, p) denote Sender’s probability of acceptance given that he is of type

i ∈ {H,L}, chooses signal a, and anticipates Receiver’s interim belief to be p.

20As one can see from the general proof in Appendix A, the existence of a cutoff signal and its

relation with the level of optimism are a consequence of the monotone likelihood ratio property of

the signal structure.
21See details in the proof of Lemma 1 in Appendix A.
22For compactness of notation, we frequently use notations like s̄′, x′, defined for an alternative

signal a′ and/or interim posterior p′.
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We list below a few properties of these acceptance probabilities, the proof of

which is straightforward or available in the Appendix when noted.

1. The probabilities of acceptance are nondecreasing in the interim posterior, p

(equivalently, level of optimism, λ);

2. If the two Sender types choose the same signal a ∈ (0,+∞], the high type’s

probability of acceptance is always higher than the low type’s;

3. The acceptance probability differential between the high type and the low type,

πH(a, p)− πL(a, p), is increasing in precision a, increasing in interim posterior

p below p, and decreasing in p above p̄, implying that a signal is more useful

for differentiating the two types when it is more precise and when Receiver’s

belief is closer to being neutral.23

Sender’s problem under discretion

The problem for Sender is to choose signals to maximize his expected payoff, given

by his expected probability of acceptance by Receiver minus the cost of the signal.

Thus, Sender of type i ∈ {H,L} chooses signal a with positive probability only if:

a ∈ arg max
a′∈M

EiU
S(y, a′) = arg max

a′∈M
Ei
[
µR(a′, s)

]
−C(a′) = arg max

a′∈M
πi(a

′, p′)−C(a′),

where the expectation is taken with respect to the probability distribution of signal s

generated by type i when Sender chooses precision a′, given that signal a′ will induce

interim beliefs p′.

Now, we define the equilibrium concept to be used in our analysis, and turn our

attention to equilibrium characterization in next Section.

Equilibrium under discretion

We consider Perfect Bayesian Equilibria and will use the single word “equilibrium”

23See Lemma 4 in Appendix A. Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate the probabilities of acceptance for

the two types of Sender for the optimistic, neutral, and pessimistic interim posteriors, respectively.

Note that there is a symmetry between the optimistic case and the pessimistic case, in that the

probability of acceptance for the high type in the optimistic case behaves exactly as the probability

of rejection for the low type in the pessimistic case.
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to refer exclusively to “Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.”24 As is typical of signalling

games, our persuasive signalling game has many equilibria. We adopt the D1 re-

finement, which places restrictions on Receiver’s beliefs when Sender chooses an

off-equilibrium action.25 Since Sender can only control the precision a of the random

signal, but not its actual realization, we apply the D1 refinement on interim posterior

beliefs, i.e., Receiver’s beliefs about Sender’s type based only on his choice of a, but

not on the signal realization s.

Take a signal a′ not chosen in equilibrium by either type and let p̂i(a
′), when it

exists, be the interim posterior p′ for which type i (i = H,L) is indifferent between

deviating to a′ and sticking to his equilibrium choice ai and the corresponding interim

belief pi:
26

πi(a
′, p′)− C(a′) = πi(ai, pi)− C(ai). (7)

Thus, type i would find it strictly profitable to deviate to a′ if and only if its associated

interim posterior is higher than the cutoff p̂i(a
′). Consequently, in our setting, the

D1 refinement can be defined as follows.27

Definition 2. A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the persuasive signalling game is

a D1 equilibrium if for any signal a′ not chosen in equilibrium, whenever

p̂i(a
′) < p̂j(a

′), for i, j ∈ {L,H} and i 6= j, (8)

Receiver assigns zero probability to type j, that is p(θj|a′) = 0.

The D1 refinement can be understood as follows. Take an off-equilibrium action

and assume rational behaviour by Receiver, if there are more circumstances under

24A formal definition of Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium for our persuasive signalling model is pro-

vided in Appendix C. The definition for the commitment case is analogous.
25See Fudenberg and Tirole [22] and Sobel [50] for a discussion of the refinement. The papers

that contain the initial idea are those by Banks and Sobel [3], Cho and Kreps [8], and Cho and

Sobel [9]. We will discuss other refinements in Section 3.2.
26Note that in equilibrium each type of Sender is indifferent between all the signals he chooses

with a positive probability, so we may choose any of the signals in the support of his strategy. In

particular, in the case where both types choose the same signal a with a positive probability, and

the associated interim posterior is p, the condition becomes πi(a
′, p′)− C(a′) = πi(a, p)− C(a).

27See Appendix C for a general definition of the D1 refinement. Daley and Green [11] provide an

explanation of its equivalence to our definition in an analogous context.
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which one Sender type finds it profitable to deviate to the action than another type,

then Receiver should assign zero probability to the latter in her belief. Hereafter, if

Condition (8) holds for i = H and j = L, we would say that it holds against the low

type, meaning that Receiver cannot assume that it is the low type who deviated.

3.1 D1 equilibria

The D1 refinement places significant restrictions on off-equilibrium beliefs. By Defi-

nition 2, if the D1 Condition holds against the low type for some deviation a′ then

the associated interim posterior should be p(θH |a′) = 1. These beliefs tend to disrupt

an equilibrium.

In our setup, where the cost of precision is the same for both types of Sender,

there exists a unique separating (perfect Bayesian) equilibrium, yet it fails D1.28 In

the separating equilibrium, the high type chooses a “money-burning” precision level

that gives him a payoff of zero, while the low type chooses zero precision that also

gives a payoff of zero. Consider a deviation to any level of precision strictly between

0 and the high type’s choice. Since the probability of acceptance, everything else

equal, is strictly higher for the high type, the D1 Condition would hold against the

low type. This implies that Receiver must believe that the deviator is of high type,

which in turn would disrupt the equilibrium. Consequently, any D1 equilibrium

must involve some degree of pooling. This result is in sharp contrast to a standard

Spence [51, 52] job market signalling model. If we consider its variation closest to

our model, without the single-crossing condition, the “money-burning equilibrium”

would be D1. The difference is due to the additional signal realization Receiver

observes.

Given that pooling is inevitable in D1 equilibria, we now investigate what must

be true of the precision of a signal and its associated interim posterior, when the high

type and the low type pool on the signal. This includes pure pooling, where both

types choose one particular level of precision with probability one; or semi-pooling,

where, in addition to both types pooling on a particular precision, at least one of the

two types mixes between different levels of precision.

28See Appendix D for a formal proof. Similar results have also been found by Daley and Green

[11].
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Note that Sender can guarantee himself a payoff of zero by choosing zero precision,

which means in equilibrium both types must receive non-negative payoffs. In the

neutral and optimistic cases, we have that πL(a, p)− C(a) ≥ 0 for all a ≤ a0, where

a0 (see Figures 1 and 2) is the unique precision that satisfies

C(a0) = πL(a0, p).
29 (9)

In contrast, in the pessimistic case, for a given p, the two curves πL(a, p) and C(a)

do not necessarily intersect except at a = 0. Indeed, for low enough p, given our

assumption that C ′(0) > 0, they do not. However, for larger p, as a goes to zero,

the relation between the probability of acceptance and the cost function is not clear

without further assumptions.

Among semi-pooling equilibria, we focus on semi-separating equilibria, defined as

follows.

Definition 3. A semi-pooling equilibrium of the Persuasive Signalling game is said

to be semi-separating if at least one type chooses with a positive probability a signal

that is not chosen by any other type.

As we will show below, these are the only types of semi-pooling equilibria that

are D1. It is straightforward to demonstrate that semi-separating equilibria always

exist and involve the low type mixing between 0 and a finite positive precision a,

which the high type chooses with a positive probability. As long as the low type

chooses 0 with a high enough probability, the interim posterior p associated with

precision a is optimistic, and therefore there exists a = a0(p) as defined by (9) that

makes the low type indifferent.

We characterize the D1 equilibria under discretion in the Proposition below.

Proposition 1. Consider precision a chosen with positive probability by both types,

and the associated interim posterior p:

29From (6) we have that ∂πL(a, p)/∂a = φ(x+ a)x/a, which in the optimistic and neutral cases

is negative for all a > 0. Since πL(0, p) ≥ 1/2 and πL(+∞, p) = 0, the result follows from the

properties of the cost.
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1. The pair (a,p) can be part of a D1 equilibrium if and only if

λ(p)

λ(p)− 1
φ(x) = C ′(a). (10)

2. In the pessimistic and neutral cases there exists a unique D1 equilibrium. It is

semi-separating and involves the pair (ã,p̃), where ã = a0(p̃) and

λ(p̃)

λ(p̃)− 1
φ(x(a0(p̃), p̃)) = C ′(a0(p̃)). (11)

Furthermore, each type of Sender’s payoff in a D1 equilibrium is independent

of the prior p0, and of the values of θi, i = L,M,H.

To understand (10), it is useful to introduce the Belief Indifference Curve (BIC

hereafter) in the (a, p) space, as defined by Daley and Green [11]. For each Sender

type, it consists of all the precision-interim posterior pairs that give the same ex-

pected payoff to him, given that Receiver best responds according to (3). Figure 4

provides an illustration, where the dashed lines represent some BICs for the low type

and the solid lines represent those for the high type. The D1 equilibrium condition

(10) states that for a signal a and associated interim posterior p to be part of a

D1 equilibrium it must be that at (a, p) the BIC’s of the high and low types are

tangent. We illustrate this point for the semi-separating equilibrium that provides

a zero payoff to the low type, where both types pool on ã while the low type also

chooses zero precision with a positive probability.

From Figure 4 we can see that the combination (ã, p̃) is part of a D1 equilibrium

because for any deviation a′ 6= ã the set of beliefs for which the high type would want

to deviate (beliefs above its indifference curve) is included in the set of beliefs for

which the low type would want to deviate. For the same reason, a point like (a1, p1),

a1 < ã, p1 <p̃, where the tangency condition is not satisfied, would not survive the

D1-refinement. For local deviations a′′ > a1 the high type would want to deviate for

a larger set of beliefs than the low type. It turns out that considering local deviations

is also sufficient to assure that no other deviations exist that would benefit the high

but not the low type.
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There are two important implications of Part 1 of Proposition 1. First, since

C ′(a) > 0, a precision a can be part of a D1 equilibrium only if the associated

interim posterior is optimistic. Intuitively, if the interim posterior were neutral or

pessimistic, the high type would be able to convince Receiver that he is high type

by being marginally more precise. Two effects drive this result. The first effect is

due to the fact that, fixing any interim posterior, the acceptance probability differ-

ential between the high type and the low type is increasing in the precision of the

signal.30 Thus, a deviation to a higher precision is more likely to benefit the high

type. The second effect (zero for neutral interim posteriors) also suggests that the

high type benefits more from the deviation. In order to make Sender indifferent

between adhering to the equilibrium signal and deviating to a signal with marginally

higher precision, hence higher cost, Receiver’s interim posterior at the latter must

be marginally higher than the equilibrium interim posterior. However, since the

equilibrium interim posterior is assumed to be pessimistic, its becoming marginally

higher would marginally increase the acceptance probability differential between the

high type and the low type (Property 3 on Page 15). Thus, the combination of

these two effects implies that the high type is more likely to benefit from a deviation

to a marginally more precise signal, and therefore such a deviation should be at-

tributed to the high type with probability one, which eliminates pooling on a neutral

or pessimistic interim posterior as part of any D1 equilibrium.

The second implication is that a D1 equilibrium precludes pooling on two different

precision levels because there do not exist corresponding interim posteriors that

satisfy (10) when the cost is increasing in precision.31 Indeed, we show that the

interim posteriors associated with them must be one optimistic and one pessimistic,

the latter of which contradicts Part 1 of the Proposition.

The above results imply that for the characterization of the set of D1 equilibria

we can concentrate on the analysis of pooling and semi-separating equilibria with

an optimistic interim posterior. However, Part 1 of the Proposition rules out the

former for the pessimistic and neutral cases. While there are many semi-separating

equilibria that all give a payoff of zero to the low type, Part 2 of Proposition 1

30See Lemma 4 in Appendix A.
31A formal proof is provided in Lemma 5 of Appendix A.
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states that only one of them is D1. It is characterized by three equations: (3) for

Receiver’s best response, (9) for the low type’s zero payoff condition (rewritable as

1− Φ(x+ a) = C(a)), and (10) for the D1 condition. For a given cost funcion C(·),
we can uniquely solve for x̃ (negative), ã, and λ̃. For any prior and values of θi,

we may simply specify the right mixed strategy for the low type, so that the level

of optimism associated with ã becomes λ̃. In addition, given that the low type’s

payoff is 0 in any D1 equilibrium and that the high type’s is 1−Φ(x̃)−C(ã), we can

conclude that neither type’s payoff depends on any parameters of the model except

for the cost function.

In contrast, the characterization of D1-equilibria is less clear cut in the optimistic

case.

Proposition 2. In the optimistic case:

1. Pooling on zero precision, a = 0, is always a D1 equilibrium;

2. If p0 < p̃, the semi-separating equilibrium that satisfies (11) is also D1.

3. There may also exist D1 pooling equilibria on finite precision a ∈ (0,+∞).

Intuitively, when the prior is optimistic, pooling on no information is a very robust

equilibrium. In fact, both types obtain the highest possible payoff and therefore

neither type would ever want to deviate. When the prior is below p̃, the semi-

separating equilibrium characterized in Proposition 1, can be constructed and is D1.

Finally, for certain cost functions and priors, full pooling may be D1. Thus, our

persuasive signalling game could have multiple D1 equilibria, in contrast to Daley

and Green [11]. For optimistic priors, not only there can be multiple D1 pooling

equilibria but also pooling and semi-separating equilibria can coexist. The hypothesis

in the analysis of Daley and Green [11] that may not be satisfied in our setting is

the monotonicity of the D1-locus. This consists of the set of Receiver’s choice and

interim beliefs that satisfy the D1 condition, corresponding to the tangency condition

between the Beliefs Indifference Curves of the low and the high types. The situation

where the D1-locus is not monotonic is illustrated in Figure 5.32

32See Proposition 6 of Appendix D for details on the situations where the D1-locus is non-

monotonic when the cost is linear in precision.
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The above propositions have implications about what inferences Receiver should

draw from Sender’s choice of precision. Not providing information is a sure sign

of low quality when the prior is pessimistic or neutral. Conversely, if the prior is

optimistic, Receiver could stick to the prior (in the pooling equilibrium) or infer

that Sender’s quality is low (in the semi-separating equilibrium). On the other hand,

whenever Sender chooses a positive precision, Receiver draws an optimistic inference,

namely, that Sender’s expected quality is better than the default.

3.2 Other refinements

We have focused on D1 equilibria in our analysis. The D1 refinement is quite in-

tuitive and is arguably the most commonly used refinement in applied work related

to our model (see, for example, Ash, Morelli, and Van Weelden [2]; Fox and Van

Weelden [19]; Fu and Li [21]; Rayo [45]; Daley and Green [11]).

In this subsection, we discuss three other refinements concepts considered by

Perez-Richet [43]: (a) undefeated equilibria; (b) neologism-proof equilibria; (c) core

information system.33 While the reader may find the detailed analysis in Appendix

C, in what follows, we discuss which equilibria of our persuasive signalling game are

selected by these refinements and compare our findings with those in Perez-Richet’s

[43].

To facilitate the comparison, we adopt similar notations to Perez-Richet’s [43].

Let H(p) be the set of high-type optimal equilibria, that is, the set of equilibria

that maximize the expected payoff of the high type, given prior p.34 Similarly,

we define: the high-type optimal pooling equilibrium, the equilibrium that gives the

high type the highest expected payoff among all pooling equilibria; and the high-type

optimal separating equilibrium, the counterpart among all semi-separating equilibria.

Sender’s choice of precision, in the terminology of Perez-Richet [43] is the choice of an

information system. In a setting where all information systems are costless, he finds

that the three refinements all lead to the selection of the set of high-type optimal

33The interested reader is referred to Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite [36] and to

Perez-Richet [43], for a discussion of the logical advantages and disadvantages of these refinements.
34Perez-Richet [43] uses the concept of high-type optimal outcomes.To simplify exposition it is

easiest to work with our definition.
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outcomes.

In contrast, in our setting, these refinements do not necessarily lead to the se-

lection of only high-type optimal equilibria. We show that the high-type optimal

equilibria in our setting could be pooling or semi-separating. While all equilibria in

H(p) survive the three refinements, there are semi-separating equilibria not in H(p)

that do as well, when the high-type optimal equilibria are semi-separating. Similar

to Perez-Richet [43], the implications of these three refinements differ from those of

D1. In the optimistic case, the high-type optimal pooling equilibrium (pooling on

zero precision) is D1, and it is the only equilibrium that satisfies the three refine-

ments. However, recall that there may exist other D1 equilibria in our setting. In

the neutral and pessimistic cases, our D1 semi-separating equilibrium survives all

three refinements when it belongs to H(p). However, if not, it will not survive the

three refinements.

The refinements based on the concepts of neologism-proofness and core infor-

mation systems lead to the selection of the same equilibria. If there exist pooling

equilibria, then the high-type optimal pooling equilibrium always satisfies these re-

finements. Whether a semi-separating equilibrium satisfies them or not instead de-

pends on the comparison between the associated payoff for the high type and the

payoff the high type obtains when beliefs are set to the prior.35

In our setting, the concept of undefeated equilibrium sometimes leads to the

selection of different equilibria than the other two refinements. In fact, while the

high-type optimal pooling equilibrium always satisfies the neologism proofness and

core information system refinement, it satisfies the undefeated equilibrium refinement

only if it belongs to H(p). In addition, when a pooling equilibrium does not exist

in the pessimistic case, there are situations where a semi-separating equilibrium is

undefeated but it does not survive the other two refinements.

4 Strategies and equilibrium under commitment

There are environments in which it is feasible or necessary for Sender to choose the

precision of his signal before he learns his type. For example, the drug company could

35This is the payoff corresponding to the high-type optimal pooling equilibrium when a pooling

equilibrium exists.
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decide to commit to a post-approval study right after the drug is approved, which

means that it does not yet have private information about the effectiveness of the drug

in practical use beyond what is publicly announced in its initial application. A junior

researcher might not have superior information about how suitable his article is for

an academic journal. We call this scenario commitment, as opposed to the discretion

scenario considered in the previous section, in which Sender decides the precision

level after he learns his type. The scenario we consider is different from that adopted

by Kamenica and Gentzkow [33], where Sender is allowed to make a type-contingent

signal choice from an unrestricted set. Our analysis therefore is more suitable for

contexts where there do not exist institutional or technological arrangements that

allow Sender to choose a signal structure contingent on his type.36

Given that Sender chooses a signal before knowing his type, we impose the stan-

dard “no signalling what you do not know” condition, which in our context implies

that interim beliefs are set to the prior regardless of the precision chosen by Sender.

Receiver’s problem under commitment is analogous to the one under discretion.37

We can therefore turn directly to study Sender’s problem under commitment.

Sender’s problem under commitment

Under commitment, Sender has to choose a precision level in the set M before know-

ing his type. Using (5) and (6), Sender’s problem can be stated as

max
a∈M

p0 [1− Φ(x)] + (1− p0) [1− Φ(x+ a)]− C(a). (12)

Let a∗ be the solution to this problem. Note that such solution always exists given

the continuity of the objective function and the compactness of the domain M .

In addition, let u∗ be the Sender’s maximized payoff. Note that, for a given cost

36In our context, the choice of the signal amounts to the choice of its precision. However, another

component of the signal, notably its mean, depends on Sender’s type but is not subject to Sender’s

control. Therefore, although Sender’s choice of precision under commitment is not contingent on

his type, the resulting signal distribution is. Thus, one may view the commitment scenario as one

where Sender’s choice set of signals is restricted versus Kamenica and Gentzkow’s [33] canonical

model.
37See Fundenmber and Tirole [23].
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function, u∗ is a function of p0, θH , θM , θL. The study of problem (12) leads to the

characterization of Sender’s optimal choice under commitment.38

Proposition 3. Under commitment, Sender’s optimal choice of precision, a∗, is as

follows:

1. In the optimistic case, a∗ = 0.

2. In the neutral case, when C ′(0) ≥ φ(0)/2, a∗ = 0. When C ′(0) < φ(0)/2, there

exists a cutoff p̂M ∈ (1
2
, 1) satisfying

(2p̂M − 1)φ(0) = 2C ′(0),

such that a∗ = 0 if p ≤ p̂M and a∗ > 0 if p > p̂M .

3. In the pessimistic case for any prior p0, there exists θ̂M(p0) ∈ (θM(p0), θH) such

that a∗ > 0 if θM < θ̂M(p0) and a∗ = 0 if θM ≥ θ̂M(p0), where θM(p0) is the

θM that makes the prior neutral, that is, Ep0(θ) = θM .

The intuition for the results in Proposition 3 is the following. In the optimistic

case, without any additional information, Receiver would accept Sender’s request.

Therefore, Sender finds it best to commit to no information provision, which ensures

the highest probability of acceptance at the lowest cost.

In the neutral case, Sender prefers to commit to no information provision when

the marginal cost of precision is too high. This would assure Sender a payoff of

1/2, a payoff he could never reach with any positive precision. When the marginal

cost of precision is relatively low, Sender’s decision can be characterized by a cutoff.

Note that in the neutral case, expected quality of Sender is equal to the default. So,

fixing θH and θL, as the prior increases, the default quality θM increases accordingly.

A small prior thus implies that Sender is making a proposal that is unlikely to

succeed, but provides a big improvement over the status quo when it does. On the

other hand, a large prior corresponds to the case of a proposal that is very likely

to succeed, but provides a small improvement when it does. In fact, the marginal

38The equilibrium concept under commitment is still Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium.
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benefit of precision is strictly increasing in the prior, i.e., how likely Sender is of

high quality. So, Sender is more likely to benefit from provision of information if the

proposal offers an incremental gain with a high probability (and a large loss with a

small probability).

In the pessimistic case, without any information provision Sender’s payoff would

be zero. However, for a given prior p0, if the default option is close to θM(p0), so

that the prior is close to being neutral, a marginal increase in precision would allow

Sender to reach a payoff close to 1/2 or higher.39 As the default option increases,

the level of pessimism increases, and the signal threshold that induces Receiver to

accept Sender’s request increases for any given precision. Put differently, Sender

has to choose a higher precision in order to induce Receiver to accept him with a

significant probability. But higher precision is more and more costly and its benefit

is decreasing in the level of pessimism. So Sender’s payoff decreases and eventually

it is optimal to choose no information provision.

5 Optimal persuasion

In certain environments, Sender could choose between commitment and discretion,

that is, committing to a level of precision before learning his type or choosing levels

of precision after learning his type. Consider the example of the pharmaceutical com-

pany, who wants to persuade a government agency (like CDC in the US) to mandate

or recommend wide adoption of its drug. It may choose to commit to a post-approval

clinical study right after the initial approval of its drug, which corresponds to the

commitment case, given that it does not have information about the drug’s actual

effectiveness among patients. Alternatively, it may want to gather some data from

doctors and patients who have used the drug, before choosing whether to run a

post-approval study and how precise the study should be, which corresponds to the

discretion scenario. Our analysis below aims at finding the optimal persuasion strat-

egy of Sender, by comparing Sender’s ex ante expected payoffs under discretion and

commitment, assuming Sender and Receiver play a high-type optimal D1 equilibrium

39The payoff will be strictly higher than 1/2 when in the neutral case, given the prior, the optimal

precision is strictly positive. Note that for pessimistic priors very close to neutral, the low type also

obtains a positive net payoff by marginally increasing precision from 0.
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under discretion. We will also discuss whether Receiver preferences over discretion

and commitment are aligned with Sender.

In the optimistic case, by Proposition 3, Sender finds it optimal to commit to

sending a completely uninformative signal and always getting accepted. In the mean-

time, when the prior is optimistic, pooling on zero precision is also a D1 equilibrium

under discretion, which is Sender optimal. So, under the assumption that Sender

and Receiver play this D1 equilibrium under discretion, Sender is indifferent between

commitment and discretion.40

Consider now the neutral and pessimistic cases. Under discretion the unique

D1 equilibrium is the semi-separating one characterized in Proposition 1. Let ũ be

Sender’s ex ante expected payoff in this equilibrium. To see if Sender’s expected

payoff under commitment u∗ is strictly higher than that under discretion ũ, we need

to determine whether

u∗ ≡ p0
[
πH(a∗, p0)− C(a∗)

]
+ (1− p0)

[
πL(a∗, p0)− C(a∗)

]
>p0 [πH(ã, p̃)− C(ã)] ≡ ũ, (13)

where we used the fact the low type gets a payoff of zero in the semi-separating

equilibrium.

A natural consequence of the D1 equilibrium concept under discretion leads to

the following Lemma.

Lemma 2. In order for Sender to prefer commitment to discretion, there must exist

a pooling equilibrium under discretion.

The above Lemma derives from the observation that if there exists a precision

level that Sender may commit to that yields a higher expected payoff than that

under discretion, it must be that the low type is better off under commitment. If

not, the high type would have to be better off. This signal would then disrupt the

D1 equilibrium under discretion, which is a contradiction.

Intuitively, pooling equilibria are less likely to exist when the prior is low, that is,

Sender is very likely to be the low type. In this case, Sender does not want to commit

40Sender would strictly prefer commitment to discretion if other D1 equilibria were played under

discretion.
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to an information disclosure policy, as it would be very unlikely that he could reap

the benefit of information revelation. A relatively high precision would give the low

type a negative payoff, while a relatively low precision would imply that Receiver

would set the acceptance cutoff very high.

We now present the main results of this section, which are illustrated in Figure 6.

Proposition 4. Sender’s payoffs comparison between commitment and discretion is

as follows:

1. In the optimistic case, Sender is indifferent between commitment and discre-

tion.

2. In the neutral case, Sender prefers commitment to discretion if the prior p0 = p̄

is lower than some p̄c ∈ (1/2, 1].

3. In the pessimistic case, fixing p0, if Sender prefers commitment to discretion

when θM = θ̄M(p0), then there exists a cutoff θ∗M ∈
[
θ̄M(p0), θH

]
such that

Sender prefers commitment to discretion if and only if θM ≤ θ∗M . Otherwise,

Sender always prefers discretion to commitment.

4. In the pessimistic case, fixing θM , Sender prefers discretion to commitment if

the prior p0 is lower than some pc ∈ (0, p̄).

In the optimistic case, as we have discussed above, pooling on no information

provision is both the Sender optimal D1 equilibrium under discretion and Sender’s

optimal choice under commitment. Under the assumption that the Sender-optimal

D1 equilibrium is to be played under discretion, Sender will be indifferent between

discretion and commitment. In the pessimistic and neutral cases, note that, as Propo-

sition 1 states, in the D1 semi-separating equilibrium, both Sender types’ payoffs,

ŨH and ŨL(= 0), are fixed and independent of the prior, p0, the relative magnitudes

of Sender’s levels of quality and the default quality, θH , θL, and θM . Using (13), this

implies that Sender’s payoff under discretion, ũ, is a (linear) function of p0 only:

ũ= p0ŨH , (14)
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which is a linear function of the prior p0.

Consider now the neutral case, where to maintain neutrality the default quality

θM must increase strictly with the prior p0. Part 2 of Proposition 4 states that

here commitment is always preferred to discretion for low priors. This is easy to see

for p0 ≤ 1/2. Observe that regardless of the prior, Sender’s expected payoff under

commitment is u∗ = 1/2, which is greater than or equal to p0. In contrast, by (14),

Sender’s expected payoff under discretion is lower than p0, as the high type’s payoff is

less than 1. As the prior increases, by Proposition 3, Sender could possibly commit to

a positive and initially small precision, with associated payoff increasing in the prior.

Applying an envelope argument to the commitment problem faced by Sender in

(12), the rate at which his expected payoff increases is equal to the payoff differential

between the high type and the low type, which is increasing in precision. As Sender’s

choice of precision under commitment is increasing in the prior, Sender’s expected

payoff is convex in the prior. Given that Sender’s expected payoff from discretion is

linear in the prior, it follows that if Sender ever prefers discretion to commitment,

there must be a cutoff p̄c ∈ (1/2, 1] such that he prefers commitment to discretion

for any prior p0 lower than p̄c.
41

In the pessimistic case, fixing the prior p0, when the default payoff of Receiver,

θM , increases, the level of optimism λ about Sender’s quality decreases, and Sender

becomes more inclined to prefer discretion. This result is the consequence of two

factors. First, Sender’s expected payoff under discretion is independent of the de-

fault quality, θM . Second, an envelope argument applied to Sender’s commitment

problem demonstrates that Sender’s commitment payoff is nonincreasing in the de-

fault quality, θM , because for any precision Sender’s probability of being accepted is

nonincreasing in the default quality. As a consequence of these two factors, as the

default quality improves, Sender’s optimal persuasion policy unequivocally moves

from commitment to discretion. When the default quality is close to the high type’s

quality, optimal commitment implies zero precision and certain rejection by Receiver,

41In the neutral case, when the cost is linear in precision, Sender prefers commitment to discretion

if and only if p0 is lower than a cutoff p̄c. For general convex cost functions, there could exist

another threshold p′c ∈ (p̄c, 1] such that for any prior p0 greater than p′c Sender prefers commitment

to discretion. See the proof of Proposition 4 in Appendix A for details.
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which gives a payoff of zero to Sender, while discretion gives a strictly positive payoff.

Therefore, Sender prefers discretion to commitment when the default quality is high.

He prefers commitment to discretion in the pessimistic case only if two conditions

are satisfied: (1) he prefers commitment to discretion in the neutral case with the

same prior (and the corresponding level of default quality); (2) the default quality is

relatively low so that it is close to the neutral case.

In the pessimistic case, for fixed θM , in order for commitment to be preferred

to discretion, by Lemma 2, there must be a pooling equilibrium under discretion.

However, for very low prior such an equilibrium does not exist, which explains the

result in Part 4 of the proposition.

A qualitative representation of optimal persuasion is provided in Figure 6, which

is drawn for linear and low cost of precision.

Remark. Our results above crucially depend on our modelling assumptions,

in particular, that precision is costly and that Sender’s set of signals is restricted.

When signals are costless and unrestricted, as Kamenica and Gentzkow [33] assume,

Alonso and Câmara [1] show that Sender would never benefit from learning his type

before persuasion takes place. If we dropped just the costly precision assumption,

unravelling (full revelation of information) would occur under discretion. Sender

would weakly prefer commitment because he could commit to perfect precision and

replicate the outcome under discretion. Our results that discretion could be better

hinges on the fact that neither the high-type Sender’s choice of precision under

discretion nor his probability of being accepted is affected by the default quality. So,

it can be viewed as a guaranteed payoff, while commitment payoff is decreasing in the

default quality. Discretion therefore becomes more preferable, as Receiver is ex ante

harder to persuade. This is distinct from Alonso and Câmara’s [1] finding for when

Sender could benefit from discretion, which is driven by restrictions to information

structures. It is also worth noting that our set of information structures does not

satisfy their restrictions, as we allow a signal with perfect precision, which results in

full revelation of information.

Receiver’s welfare

Our setting is one with conflicts of interest between Sender and Receiver. The
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first always want Receiver to choose acceptance, while the latter would like to choose

acceptance only for high type Senders. We investigate below whether and how this

translates into misaligned preferences over commitment versus discretion.42

We use π0
H and π0

L to denote the probabilities that Receiver accepts the high type

and the low type, respectively. Thus, π0
H is the probability of correct acceptance

and 1− π0
L is the probability of correct rejection. Receiver’s expected payoff can be

written as:

EUR = p0π0
H(θH − θM) + (1− p0)(1− π0

L)(θM − θL) +K, (15)

where the constant K = θM − (1− p0)(θM − θL) is common to both the payoff under

commitment and discretion and therefore does not affect their comparison.

Note that discretion leads to either pooling (in the optimistic case) or semi-

separating and commitment mandates pooling. Therefore, for the purpose of welfare

comparisons, we may focus on strategy profiles where both Sender types pool on a

precision a and, in addition, the low type chooses zero precision with a non-negative

probability. Let µ be the probability that the low type pools on a with the high type.

Intuitively, ceteris paribus, Receiver prefers higher precision a, which implies a

more informative signal and better decisions. Further, fixing precision a and prior p0,

she prefers a higher interim posterior p, which corresponds to a lower probability of

the low type pooling with the high type on a. The following Lemma directly follows.

Lemma 3. Fix a prior p0 ∈ (0, 1).

1. For any precision a > 0, Receiver prefers that precision a comes from partial

separation of the low type, µ < 1, rather than from fully pooling, µ = 1.

2. For any interim posterior p > p0 and the implied mixing probability µ, Receiver

prefers higher interim posterior, ∂EUR/∂p > 0 .

3. For any mixing probability µ and the implied interim posterior p, Receiver

prefers higher precision, ∂EUR/∂a > 0 .

42This question is not of interest in a more typical Spence signalling model, where it is often

assumed that perfect competition among firms results in zero expected profits. See, for example,

Daley and Green [11].
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The following Proposition collects results about Receiver’s welfare.

Proposition 5. Consider Sender’s optimal persuasion:

1. In the optimistic case, Receiver, like Sender, is indifferent between commitment

and (Sender-optimal) discretion.

2. In the neutral and pessimistic cases, whenever the D1 equilibrium precision ã

is higher than the optimal commitment precision a∗, Receiver prefers discretion

to commitment.

It is straightforward to see that Sender is indifferent between commitment and

discretion in the optimistic case, where Sender always chooses zero precision in both

cases.43

In the pessimistic and neutral cases, the unique D1 semi-separating equilibrium,

mixing by the low type implies an interim posterior greater than the prior. Thus,

Part 2 of Proposition 5 follows directly from Parts 1 and 3 of Lemma 3.

An implication of Proposition 5 is that Sender’s and Receiver’s preferences be-

tween commitment and discretion are not always aligned. Specifically, whenever

Sender prefers commitment to discretion, Receiver will have the opposite preference.

This is because when Sender prefers commitment, by Lemma 2 it must be the case

that the low type obtains a positive expected payoff from commitment, which implies

that a∗ < ã.44 It then follows from Lemma 3 that Receiver prefers discretion.

The same argument demonstrates that preferences are however aligned when

Sender prefers discretion to commitment and ã > a∗. We do not have conclusive

results for the case where ã < a∗ and Sender prefers discretion to commitment.

On the one hand Receiver prefers higher precision, which makes commitment more

43Opposite to Sender, she would however strictly prefer any of the other D1 equilibria, which

transmit valuable information. If a D1-pooling equilibrium on positive precision exists, it would be

preferred by Receiver by Part 3 of Lemma 3. If a D1 semi-separating equilibrium exists (for p0 < p̃)

it would be preferred by Receiver by Parts 1 and 3 of Lemma 3.
44If this were not the case, and a∗ ≥ ã, since the probability of winning is increasing in belief,

and in the optimistic case (p̃ > p0) πL is decreasing and C is increasing in precision, we would have

UL(ã, p̃) = πL(ã, p̃)− C(ã) ≥ πL(a∗, p̃)− C(a∗) = UL(a∗, p̃) > UL(a∗, p0) > 0. However, this would

contradict the assumption that UL(ã, p̃) = 0.
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attractive. On the other hand Receiver prefers more separation (leading to higher

interim posterior), which makes discretion more attractive.

6 Conclusion

We have considered a simple model of persuasion where a Sender chooses from a

class of costly signals with different levels of precision and a Receiver observes both

the precision and a random realization of the signal, before deciding whether to stick

to the status-quo option or accept the Sender request.

We analyze two versions of the model: discretion, where Sender chooses precision

after becoming informed of his own quality, and commitment, where he does so

before. Under discretion our analysis focuses on the standard D1 equilibrium, but

also other refinements concepts are discussed. We then analyze optimal persuasion,

that is, Sender’s choice between commitment and discretion, if he had the option to

learn about his quality before choosing the precision of his signal. We focus on D1

equilibria that are Sender optimal.

We show that, when the prior about Sender’s quality is optimistic, he is indifferent

between commitment and discretion as the best outcome for Sender in both cases is to

not provide information. Nontrivial comparisons arise in the neutral and pessimistic

cases, where there is a unique D1 equilibrium, which is semi-separating, and in which

both the precision and payoffs of the two Sender’s types are independent of the

prior and their quality levels. In both cases, Sender could either prefer commitment

or discretion. In the neutral case, Sender would more likely prefer commitment

to discretion when improvement on the status quo is relatively unlikely and large.

As the default quality improves and the prior becomes more pessimistic, Sender’s

preference unambiguously move from commitment to discretion.

Finally, we study whether Receiver share Sender’s preferences between discretion

and commitment. We find that Sender and Receiver preferences are not always

aligned, for example, when Sender prefers commitment to discretion.

We believe that, through our admittedly stylized model, our setting potentially

encompasses a variety of political and economic situations, and can be used to provide

fresh insights on the choice of information provision strategies by privately players
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in a variety of applications, including, an upstart political candidate’s intensity of

campaigning, a pharmaceutical company’s sponsorship of a study, and an author’s

effort in improving the writing of an academic article.

Applying our model to the example of the pharmaceutical company, our results

indicate that early commitment to clinical post-approval studies tends to result from

“mild doubts” about the drug. If the drug had very strong appeal, the pharmaceu-

tical company would not find it necessary to voluntarily conduct such post-approval

studies. If there are strong doubts about the drug, then the pharmaceutical com-

pany would likely gather some information before deciding whether to run such a

post-approval study. Furthermore, in the discretion case, on average, the choice of a

post-approval study is itself a signal about the quality of the drug, even though the

pharmaceutical company would sometimes choose such a study knowing the quality

of the drug is low.
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7 Appendix A

Proof of Lemma 1

1. For any precision a ∈ M , consider the standard deviation σ = σ(a) as defined

on Page 11. Then for any a ∈ M and any θ and θ′, where θ < θ′, f(·|θ′, a)

dominates f(·|θ, a) in the sense of monotone likelihood ratio condition.

This follows directly from the fact that

f(s|θ′, a)

f(s|θ, a)
= exp

[
2s(θ′ − θ)− (θ′2 − θ2)

2σ(a)2

]
,

which is clearly strictly increasing in s given that θ′ > θ.

2. For any a ∈ M , interim posterior p(·|a) ∈ int(∆Θ) and signal realizations s

and s′, where s < s′, the posterior p(·|a, s′) dominates p(·|a, s). In other words,
p(θ|a,s′)
p(θ|a,s) is increasing in θ, or equivalently, for any θ, θ′ ∈ Θ and θ < θ′,

p(θ′|a, s′)
p(θ′|a, s)

>
p(θ|a, s′)
p(θ|a, s)

.

To see that this is the case, re-arrange the above expression as

p(θ′|a, s′)
p(θ|a, s′)

>
p(θ′|a, s)
p(θ|a, s)

.

We now only have to show that

p(θ′|a, s)
p(θ|a, s)

=
p(θ′|a)f(s|θ′, a)/f(s)

p(θ|a)f(s|θ, a)/f(s)
,

is strictly increasing in s, which is the case by Point 1.

3. The existence of a cutoff s follows using the fact that dominance in terms of

monotone likelihood ratio condition implies first order stochastic dominance,

which in turns implies that Ep(θ|a, s) is a strictly increasing function of s and p

[in fact the same holds for Ep(v(θ)|a, s) where v is a strictly increasing function].
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4. By definition, the threshold s is the solution to Ep(θ|a, s) = θM :

θHpφ
(
s̄−θH
σ(a)

)
+ θL(1− p)φ

(
s̄−θL
σ(a)

)
pφ
(
s̄−θH
σ(a)

)
+ (1− p)φ

(
s̄−θL
σ(a)

) = θM . (16)

This condition can be re-arranged and written using a more compact notation

as

p(θH − θM)φ(x) + (1− p)(θL − θM)φ(x+ a) = 0, (17)

which using the definition of λ, leads to (3),

λφ(x) = φ(x+ a).

5. From (3) one can find explicit expressions for the normalized thresholds x and

x+ a :

x=
− lnλ

a
− a

2
, (18)

x+ a=
− lnλ

a
+
a

2
. (19)

The expression for the cutoff s is then obtained from the definition of x in (4)

and its expression in (18):

s = − lnλ
(θH − θL)

a2
+

(θH + θL)

2
. � (20)

The analysis of the above equations leads to the following results, which are useful

throughout the paper.

From expression (20), we have

∂s̄

∂a
=

2(θH − θL) lnλ

a3
(21)

We summarize some useful results on the threshold s and the normalized cutoffs

x and x+ a in the following Table:
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s x |x| vs. |x+ a| ∂s/∂a

λ > 1 < (θH+θL)
2

< −a/2 |x| > |x+ a| > 0

λ = 1 = (θH+θL)
2

= −a/2 |x| = |x+ a| = 0

λ < 1 > (θH+θL)
2

> −a/2 |x| < |x+ a| < 0

From (18) and (19) we can calculate

∂x

∂a
=

lnλ

a2
− 1

2
= −x+ a

a
, (22)

∂(x+ a)

∂a
=

lnλ

a2
+

1

2
= −x

a
. (23)

From (22), it is useful to notice that the normalized cutoff for the high type, x,

is always decreasing in a, for any a > 0, in the neutral and pessimistic cases, where

lnλ ≤ 0. In the optimistic case, where lnλ > 0, x is increasing(decreasing) in a, for

any a < (>)aopt, where

aopt ≡
√

2 lnλ. (24)

Similarly, from (23) we observe that the normalized cutoff for the low type, (x+a),

is always increasing in a, for any a > 0, in the neutral and optimistic case, where

lnλ ≥ 0. In the pessimistic case, where lnλ < 0, (x+ a) is increasing(decreasing) in

a, for any a > (<)apes, where

apes ≡
√
−2 lnλ. (25)

It follows that, in the optimistic case, when a = aopt, x + a = 0 and that, in the

pessimistic case, when a = apes, x = 0.

Using (5) on Page 14 and (22) and (23) above, the derivatives of the acceptance

probabilities for the low and the high types with respect to a are:

∂πL(a, p)

∂a
=φ (x+ a)

x

a
,

∂πH(a, p)

∂a
=φ (x)

x+ a

a
.

Lemma 4. The difference between the acceptance probability for the high type and

that for the low type, πH(a, p)− πL(a, p), is:
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1. increasing in a for any p;

2. increasing in p on [0, p̄] and decreasing in p on [p̄, 1], and therefore maximized

at p for any a. Its maximum value is 2Φ (a/2)− 1, which is increasing in a.

Proof of Lemma 4.

1. Take the derivative with respect to a of the difference in the probability of being

accepted for the high and the low type:

∂πH
∂a
− ∂πL

∂a
= φ (x)

x+ a

a
− φ(x+ a)

x

a
. (26)

In the neutral case, φ (x) = φ (x+ a) so

∂πH
∂a
− ∂πL

∂a
= φ (x) > 0.

In the optimistic case, x < 0 and x+ a can be positive or negative but |x| > |x+ a|.
When x+ a > 0, (26) is clearly positive. It is also positive when x+ a < 0, because

φ (x) < φ (x+ a) and the positive term has a smaller absolute value.

In the pessimistic case, x+a > 0 and x can be positive or negative but |x| < |x+ a|.
Clearly, (26) is positive when x < 0. It is also positive when x > 0, because φ (x) >

φ (x+ a) and the positive term has a smaller absolute value.

2. Consider now the derivative with respect to p of the difference in the probability

of being accepted for the high and the low type:

∂πH
∂p
− ∂πL

∂p
= − [φ (x)− φ(x+ a)]

−︷︸︸︷
∂x

∂p
.

Recall that |x| < |x+ a| when p is pessimistic and |x| > |x+ a| when p is opti-

mistic. Therefore, the above expression is positive when p ∈ [0, p̄], negative when

p ∈ [p̄, 1], and is zero if and only if p = p. Thus, fixing a, the maximum value of

πH(a, p) − πL(a, p) is therefore reached at p = p̄, where x = −a/2. Substituting it

into the expressions for the probabilities of winning, (5) and (6), and rearranging,

the difference is equal to 2Φ (a/2)− 1, which is increasing in a. �

Proof of Proposition 1 :
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Part 1:

We want to show that for any deviation a′ 6= a, p̂L(a′) ≤ p̂H(a′) iff

λ

λ− 1
φ(x) = C ′(a).

Step 1: We first show that for either very low or very high deviations the D1 condition

(8) would never hold against the low type.

Given a, using Lemma 4, let â ≤ a be the value of precision such that the

maximum difference between πH and πL is equal to the equilibrium difference, i.e.,

πH(â, p)− πL(â, p) = πH(a, p)− πL(a, p).

Note that â is well defined and â = a when λ = 1.45 For any deviation a′ ≤ â,

the D1 condition would not hold against the low type. In fact, for any such a′,

πH(a′, p) − πL(a′, p) ≤ πH(a, p) − πL(a, p), implying that for any p′, πH(a′, p′) −
πL(a′, p′) ≤ πH(a, p)− πL(a, p), rearranging of which gives

πH(a′, p′)− πH(a, p) ≤ πL(a′, p′)− πL(a, p).

Thus, whenever the high type wants to deviate, C(a′)−C(a) ≤ πH(a′, p′)−πH(a, p),

the low type also does.

Now, let a satisfy: 1−C(a) = πH(a, p)−C(a). If a deviation a was considered to

come from a high type for sure, the payoff that Sender would get from deviating is

the same as the high type gets in equilibrium. Clearly, for any deviation a′ ≥ a the

high type would not want to deviate for any belief of Receiver.

We are left with considering intermediate deviations a′ ∈ (â, a).

Step 2: For deviations a′ ∈ (â, a), let p1(a′) and p2(a′) respectively be the beliefs p′

that satisfy

πH(a′, p′)− πL(a′, p′) = πH(a, p)− πL(a, p) (27)

The existence of p1 and p2, imposing p1 < p2 without loss of generality, is ensured

by Lemma 4 and the fact that a′ > â, which implies that πH(a′, p) − πL(a′, p) >

45Note that â is a function of a. To simplify the exposition we drop it from the notation when it

does not create confusion. Similarly in the proof we will drop from the notation the dependence of

p̂i on a′.
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πH(a, p) − πL(a, p). In addition, for any such deviation we must have p1 < p < p

when p is optimistic; p1 < p = p < p2 when p is neutral; and p < p < p2 when p is

pessimistic. Given the definitions of p1 and p2, at these beliefs, either both high and

low types receive a greater payoff than their equilibrium payoffs, or neither does.

Consider first the case where p′ = p1. If both types strictly prefer to deviate to a′,

p̂L and p̂H are both lower than p1. Since the difference π′H −π′L is increasing in p′ up

to p̄ and decreasing afterwards, it means that p̂L < p̂H . If both types are indifferent,

then clearly, p̂L = p̂H = p1.

Now, consider the case where p′ = p2. If both types strictly prefer to stick to a,

then p̂L and p̂H are both higher than p2. Again, using the property of the difference

π′H − π′L (specifically, that it is decreasing in p′ when p′ > p̄), we have p̂L < p̂H . If

both types are indifferent, then clearly, p̂L = p̂H = p2.

Finally, if at p1 both low and high types receive a strictly lower payoff than in

equilibrium, and at p2 they both receive a higher payoff than in equilibrium, then

the D1 condition (8) would hold against the low type. Again, this is implied by the

property of the difference π′H − π′L. If p̂H ∈ (p1, p), then at p′ = p̂H the low type

does not want to deviate because πH(a′, p̂H)−πL(a′, p̂H) > πH(a, p)−πL(a, p), which

implies C(a′)−C(a) = πH(a′, p̂H)− πH(a, p) > πL(a′, p̂H)− πL(a, p). It follows that

p̂H < p̂L. The argument is analogous when p̂H ∈ (p, p2) .

Based on the above observations, the necessary and sufficient conditions for (8)

not to hold against the low type is that either

πH(a′, p2)− C(a′) ≤ πH(a, p)− C(a), (28)

which means that at p2 neither type strictly wants to deviate, or,

πH(a′, p1)− C(a′) ≥ πH(a, p)− C(a), (29)

which means that at p1 both types weakly want to deviate.

A first thing to notice is that, for any given deviation, (28) and (29) are mutually

exclusive. In fact if no type wants to deviate at p2, no type would want to deviate

at p1 either. In fact, πi(a
′, p), i ∈ {L,H}, is non-decreasing in p, and therefore

C(a′) − C(a) ≥ πi(a
′, p2) − πi(a, p) ≥ πi(a

′, p1) − πi(a, p). Similarly, if both types
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want to deviate at p1 they will also want to deviate at p2, as C(a′)−C(a) ≤ πi(a
′, p1)−

πi(a, p) < πi(a
′, p2)− πi(a, p).

Step 3: In this step we further analyze and develop conditions (28) and (29).

A necessary condition for either (28) or (29) to hold globally, is that it holds

locally. When a′ = a, p2(a′) = p > p1(a′) when p is optimistic; and p1(a′) = p < p2

when p is pessimistic.

Consider first an optimistic p : When a′ → a, condition (28) is satisfied with equality

because p2(a′)→ p, and so its LHS and RHS become equal. In order to consider the

total derivative of the LHS, take first:

dπH(a′, p2(a′))

da′
= −φ(x′)

dx′

da′
= −φ(x′)

[
dx′

dp2

∂p2

∂a′
+
∂x′

∂a′

]
(30)

where x′ is the cutoff associated with a′ and p2(a′).

From (27):

∂p2

∂a′
= −
−φ(x′)∂x

′

∂a′
+ φ(x′ + a′)[∂x

′

∂a′
+ 1]

−φ(x′) dx
′

dp2
+ φ(x′ + a′) dx

′

dp2

. (31)

Substituting this into the previous expression, without the need to develop dx′

dp2
, we

have that

dπH(a′, p2(a′))

da′
=

[
φ(x′)φ(x′ + a′)

φ(x′ + a′)− φ(x′)

]
> 0,

Recall that p2 is optimistic and that in the optimistic case |x′ + a′| < |x′|, so φ(x′ +

a′)− φ(x′) > 0.

Using (3) the total derivative of the LHS of (28) then becomes

d(πH(a′, p2)− C(a′))

da′
=

φ(x′)φ(x′ + a′)

φ(x′ + a′)− φ(x′)
− C ′(a) (32)

=
λ(p2)

λ(p2)− 1
φ(x′)− C ′(a′).

It follows that condition (28) holds for local deviations, when p is optimistic, if
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λ(p2)

λ(p2)− 1
φ(x′)− C ′(a′)

∣∣∣∣
a′=a

= 0. (33)

If this were not the case, either a slightly lower deviation (when the above derivative

is negative) or a slightly higher deviation (when it is positive) would not satisfy (28),

because the LHS would be greater than the RHS.

It turns out that this condition is also sufficient, that is, if condition (28) holds for

local deviations, it also holds for all other deviations. In fact for a′ < a,

dπH(a′, p2)

da′
− dC(a′)

da′
≥ 0

if and only if
φ(x′)

(λ(p2)− 1)/λ(p2)
≥ C ′(a′). (34)

Now we argue that for p > p, dx
′
/da′ < 0. In fact, from (4),

dx
′

da′
=
∂x′

∂a′
+
dx′

dp′2

∂p2

∂a
.

Since ∂x′/∂a′ = −(x′ + a′)/a′, (31) can be rewritten as

∂p2

∂a′
=
φ(x′ + a′)[x

a
]− φ(x′)x

′+a′

a′

dx′

dp2
[φ(x′ + a′)− φ(x′)]

,

so that dx
′
/da

′
simplifies to

dx
′

da′
=

−φ(x′ + a′)

φ(x′ + a′)− φ(x′)
,

where the denominator is positive in the optimistic case. Since φ(x′) increases in x′

(for x′ < 0), the numerator of the LHS of (34) is decreasing in a′. The denominator

is increasing in a′ because ∂((λ− 1) /λ)/∂λ > 0, ∂λ/∂p > 0 and ∂p2/∂a
′ > 0. The

LHS is therefore decreasing in a′, and since C ′′ > 0, the RHS of (34) is increasing in

a′. So when (33) holds, (34) is satisfied for deviations a′ < a. An analogous argument

applies to a′ > a, where we want

dπH(a′, p2)

da′
− dC(a′)

da′
≤ 0,
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which translates into
λ(p2)

λ(p2)− 1
φ(x′) ≤ C ′(a′).

When p is optimistic, and condition (28) holds locally, we can disregard condition

(29), because condition (28) is satisfied for all deviations and it is incompatible with

condition (29), which is therefore never satisfied.

Consider now a pessimistic p. We claim that a precision a and interim posterior p

can never be part of a D1 equilibrium when p is pessimistic.

When p is pessimistic and a′ → a, p1(a′) = p, and therefore (29) holds locally. If

we take the derivative of the LHS of (29) we have the same algebra as in (30) but

now the sign is the opposite because p1 is pessimistic, which in turn implies that

|x′ + a′| > |x′| and thereby φ(x′ + a′)− φ(x′) < 0. This implies that

dπH(a′, p1(a′))

da′
=

[
φ(x′)φ(x′ + a′)

φ(x′ + a′)− φ(x′)

]
< 0,

and, since λ(p1) < 1

d(πH(a′, p1(a′))− C(a′))

da′
= [

λ(p1)

λ(p1)− 1
φ(x′)− C ′(a′)] < 0

It follows that condition (29) cannot hold for locally higher deviations, condition

which is necessary to have (29) to hold for all deviations. This proves our claim.

A nice interpretation of condition (10) can be provided by considering the in-

difference curves of high and low type on the precision-beliefs space. Following the

terminology of Daley and Green [11], we refer to these indifference curves as Beliefs

Indifference Curves (BIC). Let BICH represents the high type’s belief indifference

curve 1 − Φ(x) − C(a) = kH and BICL the low type’s 1 − Φ(x + a) − C(a) = kL.

Recalling that x depends on a and p, we can obtain the expressions for the slopes of

these indifference curves:

dp

da

∣∣∣∣
BICH

=− [p(1− p)a] [
φ(x)x+a

a
− C ′(a)

φ(x)
];

dp

da

∣∣∣∣
BICL

=− [p(1− p)a] [
φ(x+ a)x

a
− C ′(a)

φ(x+ a)
].
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It is easy to verify that condition (10) is equivalent to requiring tangency between

the two indifference curves.

Before proving Part 2 of the Proposition, we first establish the following Lemma.

Lemma 5. There exists no D1 equilibrium where the high and low types both mix

between more than one signal.

Proof of Lemma 5 :

Consider the situation where both types mix on two signals, a et a′, where a > a′

with respective interim posteriors p and p′. The convexity of the cost function implies

that C ′(a) ≥ C ′(a′). In order to satisfy the D1 criterion, by Part 1 of Proposition

(1), it must be the case that both interim posteriors are optimistic p < p′ < p and

that condition (10) holds for each of them. That is,

λ(p)

1− λ(p)
φ(x(a, p)) = C ′(a) ≥ C ′(a′) =

λ(p′)

1− λ(p′)
φ(x(a′, p′).

From the fact that p > p′ (λ > λ′), we would need that φ(x) > φ(x′). Since

both p and p′ are optimistic, x and x′ are both negative, this implies that x > x′ and

Φ(x) > Φ(x′), that is πH(a, p) < πH(a′, p′). However, this turns out to be inconsistent

with the conditions for mixing, which require that C(a) < C(a′). �

Part 2:

We have discussed in the main text that the unique separating equilibrium fails

D1. For analogous reasons, no equilibrium in which the high type partially separates

from the low type satisfies the D1 refinement. By Part 1 of this proposition, we

know that with pessimistic and neutral priors, no pooling equilibrium satisfies the

D1 refinement and by Lemma 5, there is no D1 equilibrium where the two types

pool on more than one signal. The only remaining possible D1 equilibrium is semi-

separating: the high type chooses a signal ã > 0, while the low type mixes between

ã and 0 and obtains a zero payoff.

Notice that for any non-pessimistic prior, p ≥ p , the precision that gives zero

payoffs to the low type, a0(p), exists and is in (0,+∞). When p = p,

λ(p)

λ(p)− 1
φ(x(a0(p), p)) > C ′(a0(p)),
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because x = −a0/2 < ∞ and λ(p) = 1 so that the LHS is +∞, while the RHS is

finite because we assumed C ′(a) < +∞ for all finite a.

As p increases, say to p′ (by increasing the probability that the low type chooses

zero precision), from the zero payoff condition of the low type, (9), we have that a0

increases to a′0.46 This implies that C(a0) increases and x + a, which is inversely

related to the probability that the low type is accepted, decreases. From the fact

that a′0 > a0 and x′+ a′o < x+ ao, we have that x′ < x, which for optimistic priors p

and p′ imply that |x| < |x′|, and in turns that φ(x′) < φ(x). As before, we rearrange

the terms on the LHS of (11) as

φ(x(a0(p), p))

(λ(p)− 1)/λ(p)
.

The numerator is decreasing in p, and, from the definition of λ, the denominator

is increasing in p. It follows that the LHS of (11) is decreasing in p. In addition,

when p goes to 1, x goes to −∞ and the LHS of (11) goes to zero. Since the

cost is increasing in precision and convex, the RHS is positive and non-decreasing

in p. It follows that there is a unique p̃ ∈ (p, 1), which does not depend on the

prior, for which (11) is satisfied. The unique D1 equilibrium is therefore the semi-

separating equilibrium associated with this p̃, with the low type’s mixing probabilities

constructed appropriately. �

Proof of Proposition 2 :

Part 1.The pooling equilibrium on zero precision satisfies the D1 refinement by de-

fault, as both types obtain the highest payoff feasible. There is no precision and

belief, which constitute a profitable deviation for either type.

Part 2. When p < p0 < p̃, the semi-separating equilibrium characterized in Proposi-

tion 1 exists. By Proposition 1, it is a D1 equilibrium.

Part 3. In the pessimistic case for very low prior there is no pooling PBE. By

46Applying the Implicit Function Theorem to (9), we have

∂a0
∂p

= −
φ(x+ a0) x

a0
− C ′(a0)

−φ(x+ ao)∂x
∂p

> 0.
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Assumption 1, C ′(0) > 0. In addition, for any a, πL(a, p) is strictly decreasing in p.

It follows that for very low prior πL(a, p)− C(a) < 0 for all a > 0.

For higher prior pooling equilibria exist. It is possible that there are some that

satisfy condition (11). We show in Appendix D that with linear cost function, there

could exist one or two D1 pooling equilibria on positive precision. �

Proof of Proposition 3 :

Part 1: Committing to a∗ = 0 in the optimistic case guarantees that both types are

accepted with probability 1, giving the highest feasible payoff.

Part 2: Consider Sender’s problem in the neutral case (where x = −a/2, x+a = a/2,

p0 = p = (θM − θL)/(θH − θL), and ∂θM/∂p
0|λ=1 = θH − θL):

max
a≥0

p [1− Φ(−a/2)] + (1− p) [1− Φ(a/2)]− C(a)

= max
a≥0

(2p− 1)Φ(a/2) + (1− p)− C(a)

The first derivative of the objective function is:

(2p− 1)
φ(a/2)

2
− C ′(a).

When p ≤ 1/2, the above derivative is always negative, in which case a∗ = 0.

When p > 1/2, if we take the second order derivative with respect to a, we have

(2p− 1)φ(a/2)(−a/2)(1/2)−C ′′(a) < 0, so the objective function is strictly concave

and the following FOC is necessary and sufficient for an interior optimum.

(2p− 1)
φ(a/2)

2
= C ′(a). (35)

We now investigate when a solution to (35) exists. Consider the LHS: it is decreasing

in a; it is equal to (2p−1)φ(0)/2 when a = 0; and it goes to 0 when a goes to infinity.

The RHS is non-decreasing in a; it starts at C ′(0); and it remains strictly positive

when a goes to infinity. When φ(0)/2 ≤ C ′(0) a strictly positive solution to the FOC

does not exist for any p ∈ [0, 1] and the optimal level of precision is a∗ = 0. When

C ′(0) < φ(0)/2, let p̂M ∈ (1
2
, 1) be such that (2p̂M − 1)φ(0) = 2C ′(0). When p > p̂M ,

(2p− 1)φ(0) > 2C ′(0), which by the strict concavity of the Sender’s payoff function

implies that a∗ > 0.
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Part 3: Consider Sender’s expected payoff function under commitment, given prior

p0, as a function of a and λ:

u(a, λ) = p0 [1− Φ(x(a, λ))] + (1− p0) [1− Φ(x(a, λ) + a)]− C(a).

Recall that x = − lnλ/a− a/2. For fixed prior p0, Sender’s payoff is continuous

in the level of optimism λ (equivalently, it is continuous in θM). It follows that for

λ pessimistic but close to 1, u(a∗(λ), λ) converges to u(a∗(1), 1), where u(a∗(1), 1) ≥
1/2. For any pessimistic λ, u(0, λ) = 0. Therefore, it must be that when λ is close to

1, a∗(λ) > 0 and u(a∗(λ), λ) ≥ 1/2. Now notice that as λ increases (beliefs becomes

more optimistic), u(a, λ) shifts up everywhere. It follows from the Envelope Theorem

that u(a∗(λ), λ) is increasing in λ. For λ → 0 (when θM → θH), Receiver finds it

optimal to always reject and therefore a∗ = 0 and u∗ = 0. By continuity of the payoff

function, for fixed p0 there must exist a λ̂(p0) ∈ (0, 1) such that a∗ = 0 for λ ≤ λ̂(p0).

This is equivalent to saying that for fixed p0 there must exist a θ̂M(p0) ∈ (θM(p0), θH)

such that a∗ = 0 for θM ≥ θ̂M(p0). �

Proof of Lemma 2: Condition (13) holds only if

πH(a∗, p0)−C(a∗) > πH(ã, p̃)−C(ã) or πL(a∗, p0)−C(a∗) > πL(ã, p̃)−C(ã) = 0.

However, if only the first inequality was holding, condition (8) would hold agaist the

low type in the semi-separating equilibrium defined in Proposition 1. This would

contraddict the fact that the semi-separating equilibrium is D1. Therefore, given

that πL(ã, p̃)− C(ã) = 0, a∗ must be a pooling equilibrium under the prior p0. �

Proof of Propostion 4:

Part 1: It is trivial. See explanation in main text.

Part 2: Note that Sender’s payoff maximization condition can be rewritten as

1

2
(2p̄− 1)φ(x)− C ′(a) = 0. (36)

Let U∗H and U∗L denote the payoff of the high type and the low type, respectively,

under optimal commitment. Let x∗ = −a∗/2. Consider the expression u∗ − ũ [recall
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that in the neutral case 1− Φ(x+ a) = Φ(x)]:

u∗ − ũ= p̄ [1− Φ(x∗)− C(a∗)] + (1− p̄)[Φ(x)− C(a∗)]− p̄ [1− Φ(x̃)− C(ã)](37)

= p̄[U∗H − ŨH ] + (1− p̄)U∗L
= p̄ [Φ(x̃)− Φ(x∗) + C(ã)− C(a∗)] + (1− p̄)(Φ(x∗)− C(a∗)). (38)

Let p̂ be the maximum prior such that in the neutral case the optimal precision is

zero:

p̂ =

{
1 if C ′(0) ≥ φ(0)/2

p̂M if C ′(0) < φ(0)/2

When p̄ ≤ p̂, u∗− ũ = 1
2
− p̄ŨH . The difference u∗− ũ is linear, decreasing in p̄, with

slope −ŨH . When p̄ ≤ 1
2
, u∗ − ũ > 1

2
− 1

2
ŨH > 0, so Sender prefers commitment to

discretion.

It follows that when p̂ = 1, there exists pc ∈ (1
2
, 1] such that Sender prefers commit-

ment to discretion if and only if p̄ ≤ pc.

Consider now the case p̂ = p̂M .

If at p̄ = p̂M , we have u∗ − ũ < 0, there exists pc ∈ (1
2
, p̂M) such that Sender prefers

commitment to discretion if p̄ ≤ pc. To know if the expression u∗− ũ can re-become

positive we need to consider what happens for higher p̄.

If at p̄ = p̂M , we have u∗ − ũ > 0, we have to consider higher p̄. We may apply

the Envelope Theorem to du∗/dp̄, using the fact that u∗ is obtained by optimally

choosing a∗ which satisfies the FOC (36). Take the derivative with respect to p̄, for

p̄ > p̂M , where a∗ > 0:

d(u∗ − ũ)

dp̄
=
∂ [p̄U∗H + (1− p̄)U∗L]

∂p̄

∣∣∣∣
a=a∗
− ŨH

=U∗H − U∗L − ŨH = 2Φ

(
a∗

2

)
− 1− ŨH

For p̄ close to p̂M , by continuity a∗ is small and d(u∗ − ũ)/dp̄ < 0. We consider the

behaviour of d(u∗ − ũ)/dp̄ by taking its derivative with respect to p̄:

d(u∗ − ũ)

d2p̄
=
d
[
2Φ
(
a∗

2

)
− 1− ŨH

]
∂p̄

= 2φ

(
a∗

2

)
· 1

2
· ∂a

∗

∂p̄
> 0.
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So the difference in the payoff from commitment and discretion is convex [weakly

when p̄ < p̂, where d(u∗−ũ)
d2p̄

= 0] and initially decreasing [d(u∗−ũ)
dp̄

= −ŨH for p̄ < p̂].

It can therefore cross the horizontal axis at most twice.

If it never crosses the horizontal axes: u∗ − ũ > 0 for all neutral prior and Sender

always prefers commitment to discretion so pc = 1.

If it crosses the horizontal axes but only once at pc, then Sender prefers commitment

to discretion for p̄ < pc and discretion to commitment for p̄ > pc.

If it crosses twice at pc and p′c then Sender prefers commitment to discretion for

p̄ < pc and p̄ > p′c but he preferes discretion to commitment for p̄ ∈ (pc, p
′
c).

We cannot rule out the last case for general cost functions but we can show from the

analysis of (u∗−ũ)
p̄

that in the linear case the term u∗ − ũ can cross zero only once.

Consider a linear cost, C(a) = γa, with γ < φ(0)/2. The optimal payoff under

commitment, using the fact that the FOC now becomes 1
2
(2p̄− 1)φ(x)− γ = 0, can

be rewritten as:

u∗ = p̄+ (2p̄− 1) [φ(x∗)x∗ − Φ(x∗)] .

Consider the term:

u∗ − ũ
p̄

= 1− [πH(ã, p̃)− C(ã)] +
2p̄− 1

p̄
[φ(x∗)x∗ − Φ(x∗)] .

Note that the first two terms do not depend on p̄. So, as p̄ varies, the change in

(u∗ − ũ)/p̄ is fully accounted for the change in the last term. Let us investigate how

then it changes with p̄ ∈ [p̂M , 1]. Note that its total derivative with respect to p̄ can

be written as

d(u∗ − ũ)/p̄

dp̄
=

1

p̄2
[φ(x∗)x∗ − Φ(x∗)] +

2p̄− 1

p̄

[
−x∗2φ(x∗)

] ∂x∗
∂p̄

,

=
φ(x∗)x∗ − Φ(x∗) + 2p̄(−x∗)φ(x∗)

p̄2
,

=
γa∗ − Φ(x∗)

p̄2
=
−U∗L
p̄2

,
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where in the second equality sign we have used ∂x/∂p̄ from the FOC:

∂x∗

∂p̄
= − 2φ(x∗)

−xφ(x∗)
=

2

(2p̄− 1)x∗
,

and in the third we have used the FOC directly and the fact that in the neutral

case x = −a/2. Note that Φ(x∗) is the low type’s probability of acceptance and γa∗

is the cost of signalling under optimal commitment. This implies that (u∗ − ũ)/p̄ is

increasing if and only if U∗L < 0, that is the optimal choice a∗ under commitment is not

a pooling equilibrium (in the perfect Bayesian sense). Note that by Lemma 2, if the

optimal precision under commitment is not a pooling equilibrium, then discretion is

strictly better, i.e., u∗ < ũ. Consequently, (u∗ − ũ)/p̄ is always weakly decreasing in p̄

whenever commitment is weakly better than discretion. This implies that (u∗ − ũ)/p̄,

as a function of p̄, can cross the horizontal axis at most once, and if at all, from above

(from the left hand side). So, there exists a cutoff p̄c ∈ (1/2, p̂M ] when u∗ < ũ at

p̄ = p̂M , or p̄c ∈ (p̂M , 1] when u∗ > ũ at p̄ = p̂M , such that Sender prefers commitment

to discretion if and only if p̄ ≤ p̄c (if p̄c = 1, then Sender always prefers commitment

to discretion when the prior is neutral, which could occur when γ is relatively large).

Part 3: Consider Sender’s problem under commitment (12):

max
a∈M

p0 [1− Φ(x)] + (1− p0) [1− Φ(x+ a)]− C(a).

Note that in Receiver’s optimality condition (3), from which we obtains the normal-

ized cutoff x for accepting the high type (18), θM enters only through λ. An increase

in θM makes λ smaller, that is, makes Receiver more pessimistic. From (2), which

defines λ, we obtain

∂λ

∂θM
= −

[
λ

θM − θL
+

λ

θH − θM

]
< 0.

From (18), which gives the expression of x, we obtain:

∂x

∂λ
= − 1

λa
< 0.

As Receiver becomes more optimistic (higher λ), the probability of acceptance goes

up for both the high and the low type.
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Now applying the Envelope Theorem to Sender’s optimal commitment problem above

(ignoring how the optimal a depends on θM), we have

∂u∗

∂θM
=
∂u∗

∂x
· ∂x
∂λ
· ∂λ
∂θM

,

=−
[
p0φ(x) + (1− p0)φ(x+ a)

]
· ∂x
∂λ
· ∂λ
∂θM

< 0

On the other hand, the discretion payoff is equal to

ũ = p0 [πH(ã, p̃)− C(ã)] ,

which is constant, fixing p0. Therefore, as we increase θM , discretion is more likely

to dominate commitment. Since for all p0 < 1, as θM → θH (λ → 0), we have that

a∗ = 0 and u∗ = 0, there exists a cutoff θ∗M ∈
[
θ̄M(p0), θH

]
, such that Sender prefers

commitment to discretion if and only if θM ≤ θ∗M , where θ̄M(p0) is the θM that makes

Receiver neutral.

Part 4: The argument is due to Lemma 2 and the fact that for low priors, in the

pessimistic case, a pooling equilibrium does not exist. �

Proof of Lemma 3:

The probability of correctly accepting the high type, after observing precision a

with associated interim posterior p is:

π0
H = 1− Φ(x(a, p)).

Analogously, the probability of correctly rejecting the low type is:

1− π0
L = (1− µ) + µΦ(x(a, p) + a),

where µ denotes the low type’s probability of choosing a that results in interim

posterior p, given prior p0:

µ =
p0(1− p)
p(1− p0)

.
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Part 1: Consider Receiver’s expected payoff, given µ ∈ (0, 1] and a:

EUR(a, µ) = p0(θH−θM)(1−Φ(x(a, p(µ)))+(1−p0)(θM−θL)[(1−µ)+µΦ(x(a, p(µ))+a)]+N.

Take the derivative with respect to the mixing probability µ :

∂EUR(a, µ)

∂µ
= p0(θH − θM) [−φ(x(a, p(µ))]

∂x

∂p

∂p

∂µ
+

(1− p0)(θM − θL)

[
−1 + Φ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)] + µφ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)

∂x

∂p

∂p

∂µ

]
=−(1− p0)(θM − θL)[1− Φ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)] +

∂x

∂p

∂p

∂µ

[
p0(θH − θM)(−φ(x(a, p(µ))) + (1− p0)(θM − θL)µφ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)

]
.

The second term is always zero. In fact (1− p0)µ = p0(1− p)/p and φ(x + a) =

λφ(x) = p(θH−θM )
(1−p)(θM−θL)

φ(x). It follows that ∂EUR(a,µ)
∂µ

< 0.

Part 2: The proof is equivalent to Part1.

∂EUR(a, p(µ))

∂p
= p0(θH − θM)(−φ(x(a, p(µ)))

∂x

∂p
+ (1− p0)(θM − θL)[

−∂µ
∂p

[1− Φ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)] + µφ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)
∂x

∂p

]
=−∂µ

∂p
(1− p0)(θM − θL)[1− Φ(x(a, p(µ)) + a) +

∂x

∂p
[p0(θH − θM)(−φ(x(a, p(µ))) + (1− p0)(θM − θL)µφ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)]

=− ∂µ

∂p︸︷︷︸
−

(1− p0)(θM − θL)[1− Φ(x(a, p(µ)) + a)] > 0.

Part 3: Taking the derivative of EUR(a, µ) with respect to a and using (2), (22),

and (23), we have:

∂EUR

∂a
= p0(θH − θM)φ(x(a, p)) > 0. �
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Proof of Proposition 5 :

Part 1: It is straightforward and is explained in the text.

Part 2: When ã > a∗, by Part 3 of Lemma 3, we have that, given p0, EUR(ã, 1) >

EUR(a∗, 1). From Part 1 of the same Lemma, we have that Receiver, given p0 and

ã, prefers any separation. So it must be that, for µ ≤ 1:

EUR(ã, 1) ≥ EUR(ã, 1) > EUR(a∗, 1). �
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8 Appendix B : Figures

pH

pL

C(a)

Precision a

Figure 1: Sender’s payoffs–optimistic case.

pH

pL

C(a)

Precision a

Figure 2: Sender’s payoffs–neutral case.
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Precision a

Figure 3: Sender’s payoffs–pessimistic case.
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9 Appendix C (online): Equilibrium concept and refine-

ments

We consider Perfect Bayesian Equilibria of our persuasive signalling game. The

definition for the commitment case is analogous.

Definition 4. A Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium of the persuasive signalling game

consists of Sender’s and Receiver’s behavioral strategies, µS and µR respectively, and

the system of posterior beliefs p(θ|a, s), such that

(i) For all a ∈ M and s ∈ R, µR maximizes Receiver’s expected payoff given beliefs

p(·|a, s);
(ii) For all θ ∈ Θ and a ∈ M , µS(a|θ) > 0 only if a maximizes type-θ sender’s

expected payoff, given Receiver’s strategy µR;

(iii) Receiver’s posterior beliefs are computed using Bayes’ rule whenever applicable

and are consistent with Sender’s behavioural strategy:47

p(θ|a, s) =
p0(θ)µR(a|θ)f(s|θ, a)

f(s, a)
=

p0(θ)µR(a|θ)f(s|θ, a)∑
θ′∈Θ p

0(θ′)µR(a|θ′)f(s|θ′, a)
,

where f denotes the probability density functions of the signal.

9.1 D1 refinement

In the analysis of discretion, we focus on equilibria that satisfy the D1 refinement.

In the text we provide a definition for the D1 refinement that, in our setting, is

equivalent to its more general definition that we provide here. Consider a deviation to

a signal, ã, which is chosen with zero probability in equilibrium. Let D(θ, T, ã) be the

set of mixed-strategy best responses by Receiver to action ã and beliefs concentrated

on T ⊆ Θ, so that a sender of type θ ∈ Θ strictly prefers ã to his equilibrium signal.

Let D0(θ, T, ã) be the set of mixed-strategy best responses such that θ is indifferent

between his equilibrium strategy and ã.

47Since the joint distribution of a and s is hybrid, the Bayes’ rule has to be applied by using the

concept of “regular conditional probability distribution.”
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Definition 5. An equilibrium satisfies D1 if for any signal ã not chosen in equilib-

rium, whenever

D(θ,Θ, ã) ∪D0(θ,Θ, ã) ⊆ D(θ′,Θ, ã) for some θ′ ∈ Θ, (39)

Receiver assigns a zero posterior probability to θ, that is p(θ|ã) = 0.

Separating Equilibria

Lemma 6. In the persuasive signalling game

1. There exists a unique fully separating equilibrium, where the low type chooses

signal aL = 0 such that C(aL) = 0 and the high type chooses signal aH such

that C(aH) = 1;

2. This separating equilibrium is not D1.

When the two types of Sender separate, each chooses a different level of precision.

Therefore, Receiver uses only the choice of precision but not the signal realization

to infer the quality of Sender. Given our assumption that θM ∈ (θL, θH), it follows

that, in a separating equilibrium, the probabilities of acceptance for types H and L

are respectively 1 and 0. Given that the cost of signalling is strictly increasing in the

precision, a separating equilibrium must be in pure strategies. In addition, since the

absence of a single-crossing condition means that each type can mimic each other and

get the exact payoff of the other type, the incentive compatibility conditions of each

type imply that each type must receive the same payoff in a separating equilibrium.

The optimal choice for a low type, who is accepted with zero probability is to set

precision at its lowest, i.e., aL = 0, whose cost is assumed to be zero. To prevent

deviation by the low type, the high type would have to choose the aH that gives him

a payoff of zero.

For any best responses of Receiver when she observes a level of precision off the

equilibrium path, the high type is always more likely to find it profitable to deviate

to that level of precision. The D1 criterion then requires Receiver to believe that
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the deviating sender is of the high type with probability one. Given the belief, the

high type would indeed find it profitable to deviate. Part 2 of Lemma 6 sets our

model apart from standard signalling models. The separating equilibrium in our

persuasive signalling model survives the Intuitive Criterion but fails D1.48 This is

in sharp contrast to a standard Spence [51, 52] job market signalling model, where,

if the single-crossing condition is assumed, there are multiple separating equilibria.

With two types of the Sender, a unique equilibrium survives the Intuitive Criterion,

while with more than two, a unique D1 equilibrium exists. In the meantime, no

pooling equilibrium survives even the Intuitive Criterion, which is weaker than D1.

Without single-crossing condition, also in a Spence job market signalling model there

exists a unique separating equilibrium, in which both the high type and the low type

are indifferent between choosing high education and low education. It survives D1

because the high type and the low type have exactly the same payoff function. By

the same reasoning, any pooling equilibrium also satisfies D1.

9.2 Three Other Refinements

In the rest of Appendix C, we consider the three types of refinements studied by

Perez-Richet [43], to the PBE of our persuasive signalling game: undefeated equi-

libria, neologism-proofness, and core information system. Note that even though

Perez-Richet considers only pure strategies by Sender, it is essential for us to also

consider mixed strategies, which are used in semi-separating equilibria.

To facilitate the comparison between our analysis and Perez-Richet’s, consider

the set H(p) of high-type optimal equilibria as defined in Section 3.2. Similarly, let

HP (p) denote the high-type optimal pooling equilibrium and HS(p) the high type

optimal semi-separating equilibrium.

In the optimistic case, the only element of HP (p) is pooling on zero precision, as

all other pooling equilibria will give the high type a payoff strictly lower than 1. On

the other hand, let a+ be the precision (when it exists) that satisfies the tangency

condition between the horizontal line at prior p and one of the high type indifference

curves. In the neutral and pessimistic cases, the only element of HP (p), if it is not

48In fact, it also fails the weaker refinement of Divinity as long as there exists a finite a > 0 such

that πH(a, p)− C(a) > 0.
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empty, is the pooling equilibrium on a+.49 On the other hand, the unique element

of HS(p) is the unique D1 semi-separating equilibrium. This is because in all these

equilibria UL = 0 and the D1 NESC (tangency) condition (10) implies that the D1

semi-separating equilibrium maximizes the utility of the high type subject to UL=0.

Lemma 7. Consider the set of high type optimal equilibria H(p).

1. In the optimistic case, H(p) = HP (p), which contains only pooling on zero

precision;

2. In the neutral and pessimistic cases, if there is no pooling equilibrium or if

UH(ã, p̃) > UH(a+, p0) then H(p) = HS(p), which contains only the unique D1

semi-separating equilibrium. If there exists a pooling equilibrium and UH(ã, p̃) <

UH(a+, p0) then H(p) = HP (p), which contains only the pooling equilibrium on

a+. Finally, if there exists a pooling equilibrium and UH(ã, p̃) = UH(a+, p0) then

H(p) = HP (p)
⋃
HS(p).

Proof of Lemma 7

1. The result is obvious given that pooling on zero precision in the optimistic case

gives the highest feasible payoff, 1, to both types.

2. The analysis for the neutral and pessimistic cases is more involved. For a given

cost function, pooling equilibria do not exist if the prior is sufficiently pes-

simistic, say p0 < p. In this case, there will not exist PBE with pooling on two

signals, because one of the interim posteriors has to be lower than the prior,

p′ < p0 < p. Thus, when the prior is sufficiently low so that no pooling equi-

librium exists, we only have to consider semi-separating equilibria. We discuss

only the pessimistic case below, and note that the analysis of the neutral case

is equivalent to that of the pessimistic case, except that a pooling equilibrium

always exists.

49 Observe that any equilibria pooling on two signals is strictly dominated by some pooling on

one signal. When both types mix between two signals, a′ and a′′ (a′ < a′′), the associated interim

posteriors must satisfy p′ < p′′. Thus, both types would be made strictly better off if they pool

only on a′ instead, as the resulting interim posterior would be higher than p′.
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(a) Obviously, if pooling equilibria do not exist (given the prior), the unique

D1 semi-separating equilibrium is also the only element in H(p) among

all equilibria.

(b) If pooling equilibria exist, the unique element of HP (p) is pooling on a+.

Not only it is clearly preferred by the high type to all pooling equilibria

on a signal, but also to any pooling on two different signals.50

(c) Clearly, if the utility of the high type is higher at HP (p) than at HS(p),

then the unique high-type optimal equilibrium is pooling, H(p) = HP (p).

Conversely, if the utility of the high type is lower at HP (p) than at HS(p)

then the unique high-type optimal equilibrium is the D1-semi-separating,

H(p) = HS(p). Finally, the case where the utility of the high type is the

same at HP (p) as at HS(p) is knife hedge and implies that both equilibria

belong to H(p). �

Notice that, differently from Perez-Richet [43], who considers only pure-strategy

equilibria, we find that the high-type optimal equilibrium can be semi-separating,

and in fact it will be if the prior is not too high.

We can now turn to the analysis of the refinements. For simplicity of exposition, in

such analysis we will abstract from the knife hedge case where the high type optimal

semi-separating and the high type optimal pooling equilibria lead to the same payoff

to the high type.

9.2.1 Undefeated equilibria

The Undefeated Equilibrium refinement is due to Mailath, Okuno-Fujiwara, and

Postlewaite [36]. In practice, their refinement works as follows: take any two PBE,

e and e′, and an action a′ played in equilibrium by the set of types T in e′ but not

in e. If types in T+ ⊆ T strictly prefers their payoff in e′ than in e, and types in

T 0 ⊆ T weakly prefer it, then the out of equilibrium beliefs after observing a′ in e

should be in the convex hull of p(·|T+) and p(·|T+∪T 0). “This means that Receiver

50Suppose a′ < a′′. It must be that p′ <p0 < p < p′′ and 0 < Ui(a
′, p′) < Ui(a

′, p0) for i ∈ {L,H}.
Therefore UH(a+, p0) ≥ UH(a′, p0) > UH(a′, p′).
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should believe that all types in T+ choose a′ while types in T 0 choose a′ with some

positive probability.”51 If with these compatible beliefs e cannot be supported then

we say that e is defeated by e′.

Using this refinement requires characterizing the full set of PBE. In our model

there are the following types of PBE:

1. A unique separating equilibrium, where aL = 0 and with payoffs UH = 1 −
C(aH) = UL = 0.

2. Pooling equilibria on any precision a such that UL = πL(a, p0) − C(a0) ≥ 0.

In the optimistic and neutral cases, there is a continuum of pooling equilibria,

for all a ≤ a0(p0), where a0(p) is the precision that gives the low type a payoff

of zero for interim posterior p. In the pessimistic case, there may not be any

pooling equilibrium with positive precision, or there maybe a bounded or, for

some cost function, disconnected sets.

3. Semi-separating, with pooling on one positive signal a (like our D1 semi-

separating equilibrium). In this type of equilibrium UH = πH(a0(ps), ps) −
C(a0(ps)) > UL = πL(a0(ps), ps)− C(a0(ps)) = 0, where ps is the interim pos-

terior associated with observing signal a and it is derived using the equilibrium

mixing probability.

4. Semi-pooling with each type mixing on two precisions a′ and a′′ giving rise,

according to the mixing probabilities, to interim beliefs p′ and p′ respectively.

This equilibrium must satisfy the mixing condition:

πL(a′, p′)− πL(a′′, p′′) = C(a′)− C(a′′) = πH(a′, p′)− πH(a′′, p′′).

5. Semi-separating, where the low type chooses with positive probability zero

precision, a = 0, and otherwise he mixes on two levels of precisions, a′ and a′′,

on which also the high type mixes. This equilibrium must satisfy the following

conditions:

51Perez-Richet [43].
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πL(a′, p′)−πL(a′′, p′′) = C(a′)−C(a′′) = πH(a′, p′)−πH(a′′, p′′) and πL(a′, p′)−
C(a′) = 0.

Lemma 8.

1. In the optimistic case, pooling on a = 0 is the unique undefeated equilibrium.

2. In the neutral and pessimistic case:

(a) If H(p) = HS(p) then the unique D1 semi-separating equilibrium is unde-

feated. However, a semi-separating equilibrium could be undefeated even

if it is not in H(p).

(b) If H(p) = HP (p) the high-type optimal pooling equilibrium is the unique

undefeated equilibrium.

Proof of Lemma 8:

1. Step 1: Clearly pooling on a = 0 is undefeated, as both types are getting the

maximum payoff they could in any equilibrium.

Step 2: Any pooling equilibrium on a positive and finite precision a′ is de-

feated by pooling on a = 0. In order for the initial equilibrium to pass the

‘undefeated’ test, the original equilibrium should assign to deviation a′ interim

beliefs p0. But with these out-of-equilibrium beliefs the original strategy can-

not be supported as a PBE. So any such pooling on positive finite precision is

defeated.

Step 3: For any semi-separating equilibrium es , with interim posterior ps > p0

and as = a0(ps), there exist ε > 0 such that the pooling equilibrium eε with

precision a = ε, defeats es. This is because when precision is very small, the cost

is small, but the probability of acceptance for both types, with an optimistic

prior, is still very close to 1, so the net utility approaches 1 as a goes to zero.

One can find a precision small enough so that UH(ε, p0) = πH(ε, p0)− C(ε) >

UL(ε, p0) = πL(ε, p0) − C(ε) > UH(as, ps) > UL(as, ps) = 0, both types prefer

the pooling equilibrium to es. In order for beliefs in es to be consistent with
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the set of types that prefer eε to es they must be at least p0. But these beliefs

would not support es.

Step 4: Equilibria in (4) are defeated by pooling on a = 0, for analogous reasons

as in Step 2.

Step 5: Equilibria in (5) are defeated by pooling on a = ε, for analogous reasons

as in Step 3.

2(a) Step 1: By the definition of H(p), there is no other equilibrium preferred by

the high type, given the prior p. Therefore, after observing a deviation to any

a
′
, which is played with positive probability in some other equilibrium, beliefs

are free to be set to 0.

Step 2: Suppose H(p) = HS(p). This implies, by definition of H(p), that

UH(a+, p0) < UH(ã, p̃). Take a semi-separating equilibrium with equilibrium

signal a close enough to ã so that the equilibrium payoff for the high type is

UH(a, p(a)) ∈ (UH(a+, p0), UH(ã, p̃)). By construction there is no pooling that

defeats it (the high type would not prefer the best pooling). The other semi-

separating equilibria where the high type gets a lower utility clearly would not

defeat the candidate equilibrium. Take a semi-separating equilibrium where

the high type is better off, for example ã . After this deviation the beliefs

assigned to the original semi-separating equilibrium should be in [p0, 1] but by

construction with belief p0 the high type would not want to deviate [because

he can get at most UH(a+, p0)], so the initial equilibrium cannot be disrupted

by this refinement.

2(b) Suppose H(p) = HP (p). This implies, by definition of H(p), that UH(a+, p0) >

UH(ã, p̃). The high-type optimal pooling equilibrium then defeats any semi-

separating equilibrium. This is because, by assumption, both types obtain

a higher payoff in the pooling equilibrium. Therefore after a deviation a+

beliefs should be set to p0, which in this situation would disrupt the initial

semi-separating equilibrium. The high-type pooling equilibrium, also defeats

any other pooling equilibrium on precision ap 6= a+. By definition, the high

type prefers pooling on a+, so after observing the deviation a+ in the pooling
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equilibrium on ap, in the best scenario, where the low type is also weakly better

off in the pooling on a+, beliefs should be in [p0, 1]. This however would disrupt

the equilibrium on ap. Similar arguments apply for pooling on two signals, or

semi-separating on two signals. �

9.2.2 Neologism-proofness

We consider the adaptation of the neologism-proof refinement of Farrell [16] proposed

by Perez-Richet [43]. We borrow word by word Perez-Richet’s definition and assume

that statements of the kind “my type is in S” are available for every S ⊆ T . Consider

an equilibrium e and a precision a′ which is never played in e. When deviating to

a′, Sender can also announce that her type belongs to some set S0 ⊆ T . Then

let S1 be the set of types that strictly benefit from the best response of Receiver

to a′ under the belief p(·|S0) relative to the initial equilibrium, and so on, so that

Sk+1 is the set of types that strictly benefit from the best response of Receiver to a′

under the belief p(·|Sk) relative to the initial equilibrium. The sequence stops if the

empty set is ever reached. The types in ∪kSk are those who could be tempted to

use the deviation a′ together with the announcement “my type is in S0.” Therefore

the initial equilibrium is deemed unreasonable if it can only be supported by a belief

q ∈ ∆(T ) that does not lie in the convex hull of the set {p(·|S1), p(·|S2), ....}, where

the notation p(·|Sk) refers to the conditional distribution obtained from the prior,

when the type space is restricted to the set Sk.
52 If the sequence is empty (S1 = ∅),

then all beliefs are allowed. As Perez-Richet [43] points out, while the definition in

Farrell (1993) requires the existence of a set S0 such that S1 = S0 and the deviation is

the announcement itself, here a deviation consists of a choice of a different precision

accompanied by the announcement.

Lemma 9. Consider the neologism-proof refinement:

1. In the optimistic case, pooling on a = 0 is the unique equilibrium that is

neologism-proof.

2. In the neutral and pessimistic cases:

52See the online Appendix of Perez-Richet [43].
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(a) If H(p) = HS(p), the unique D1 semi-separating equilibrium is neologism-

proof. However, other semi-separating equilibria may also be neologism-

proof.

(b) The high type optimal pooling equilibrium on a+, when it exists, is the

only pooling PBE that is neologism-proof. If H(p) = HP (p), it is the only

PBE that is neologism-proof.

Proof of Lemma 9 :

1. Optimistic case.

Step 1: Pooling on a = 0 survives the neologism-proof refinement. This is by

default because any possible deviation a′, coupled with the message S0 = {H}
or S0 = {H,L} or S0 = {L} would generate S1 = ∅ so all beliefs are allowed.

Step 2: Any other pooling would not survive the neologism-proof refinement.

Consider the deviation a′ = 0. If S0 = {H} then Sk = {L,H} for all k > 0.

Beliefs for the out-off equilibrium message a′ = 0 should be p0. However, in

the optimistic case this would disrupt the initial equilibrium.

Step 3: Consider any semi-separating equilibrium on as. Note that a = 0 is

chosen in equilibrium by the low type. Consider the deviation a′ = ε, where ε

can be arbitrarily small. If S0 = {H} then Sk = {L,H} for all k > 0. Beliefs for

the off equilibrium message a′ = ε should be p0. However, this would disrupt

the initial equilibrium because the associated payoff would be arbitrarily close

to 1 for both types.

Step 4: Similar arguments show that equilibria with pooling on two signals, or

semi-separating on two signals are not neologism-proof.

2(a) Consider a semi-separating equilibrium, where the high and low types pool on

as and obtain payoff UH(as, ps) > 0 and UL(as, ps) = 0. Consider any deviation

a′ 6= as such that 1 − C(a′) > 0 and a message S0 = {H}. If the message is

believed by Receiver, her best response is to accept with probability 1, which

would give payoffs U0
H = 1− C(a′) and U0

L = 1− C(a′) > 0.
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We can focus on the case U0
H > UH(as, ps), as otherwise only the low type could

possibly strictly benefit from deviation, which will not disrupt any equilibrium.

In this case, both types want to deviate, and S1 = {L,H}. So beliefs in iteration

k = 1 should be p0.

(a) If there is no pooling equilibrium (p0 sufficiently low) there are two situ-

ations:

i. S2 = ∅ and beliefs after deviation a′ should be p0. With these be-

liefs no type would want to deviate. So in this case the candidate

equilibrium is neologism-proof.

ii. S2 = {H} and beliefs after deviation a′ should be in [p0, 1], which

would disrupt the initial equilibrium. Notice that S2 = {H} if and

only if UH(as, ps) < UH(a′, p0) ≤ UH(a+, p0), which is not possible in

the D1 semi-separating equilibrium by definition of the D1 refinement.

(b) If there exist pooling equilibria, the low type clearly prefers these equilibria

where he can obtain positive payoff. There are two possible situations:

i. S2 = {L}, only the low type prefers the pooling but the high type

prefers the semi-separating. In this case the candidate equilibrium is

neologism-proof.

ii. S2 = {L,H}, both types prefer pooling on a′ to the semi-separating.

This situation can emerges if only if H(p) = HP (p) where by defini-

tion UH(as, ps) < UH(a+, p0). In this case Sk = {L,H}, for k ≥ 2,

and beliefs to deviation a′ should be set to the prior. The candidate

equilibrium would be disrupted.

2(b) Step 1: Consider pooling on a+, when it exists. Take any deviation a′ 6= a+

and message S0 = {H}. If the high type wants to deviate (there is always

a precision small enough such that it happens) then the low type also does,

so S1 = {L,H} and the belief assigned to the deviation should be p0. With

these beliefs the high type does not want to deviate because a+ is in HP (p).

So either S2 = ∅ or S2 = {L}. In both cases, the initial equilibrium is not
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disrupted by the deviation, that can be supported by beliefs p0. Analogously,

if initially only the low type wants to deviate S1 = {L} or if the initial message

is S0 = {L} or S0 = {L,H}, the equilibrium is not disrupted. Therefore, the

high-type optimal pooling equilibrium is neologism-proof.

Step 2: Consider any pooling equilibrium on precision ap 6= a+. Take the devi-

ation a+ with message S0 = {H}. Both types would want to deviate because

1−C(a+) > πH(a+, p0)−C(a+) > πH(ap, p
0)−C(ap) > πL(ap, p

0)−C(ap) ≥ 0.

Thus, S1 = {L,H}, which implies that the belief assigned to the deviation

should be p0.

- If both types prefer the pooling on a+, [πH(a+, p0) − C(a+) > πH(ap, p
0) −

C(ap) and πL(a+, p0) − C(a+) > πL(ap, p
0) − C(ap)] then S2 = {L,H} and in

fact Sk = {L,H}, for all k ≥ 1, and the candidate pooling equilibrium is not

neologism-proof.

- If S2 = {H} [πH(a+, p0) − C(a+) > πH(ap, p
0) − C(ap) but πL(a+, p0) −

C(a+) < πL(ap, p
0) − C(ap)] then Sk will alternate between {L,H} and {H}:

S3 = {L,H}, S4 = {H}, ..., and so forth. Off-equilibrium beliefs attributed to

a+ should be in [p0, 1], which would disrupt the candidate equilibrium.

Step 3: Consider any equilibrium where both types pool on two precisions. The

same logic as in Step 2 applies and demonstrates that any such equilibrium is

not neologism-proof.

Step 4: Assume H(p) = HP (p) and consider a semi-separating equilibrium,

where high and low types pool on as as in Part 2(a). Take the deviation a′ = a+

and message S0 = {H}. By assumption 1 − C(a+) > πH(a+, p0) − C(a+) >

πH(as, p
0) − C(as) > πL(as, p

0) − C(as) = 0, so both types would want to

deviate if Receiver believe the message. Thus, S1 = {L,H}, which means the

associated beliefs should be p0. It follows that either Sk = {L,H} for all k ≥ 1

or (when πL(a+, p0)−C(a+) = 0) there is a cycle between {H} and {L,H}. In

both cases beliefs associated with a′ = a+ should be in [p0, 1]. However beliefs

in this set would disrupt the candidate equilibrium.

Step 5: The same logic as in Step 4 applies when H(p) = HP (p) and we
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consider semi-separating equilibria, where high and low types pool on two

different levels of precision. �

9.2.3 Core information system refinement

We consider the adaptation by Peretz-Richet [43] of the concept of core mechanism

by Myerson [40]. An information system in our setting is characterized by a level of

precision a. An information system a is part of a PBE if it is chosen with positive

probability by some set of types T ⊆ {L,H} in the proposed PBE. We take word by

word the definition of core information system of Perez-Richet [43] and we adapt the

definition of the related refinement to account for equilibria where some information

system may be chosen with positive probability only by some type.

Definition 6. An information system a is a core information system if it is part of

a PBE and there does not exist any other information system a′ and set of types

S, such that for any S ′ ⊆ T , where S ′ is a superset of S and associated belief

p(·|S ′) (again, this means that the conditional distribution obtained from the prior

restricted to S ′), any type in S strictly prefers the outcome obtained when Receiver

best responds to information system a′ to the initial equilibrium outcome.

Definition 7. A PBE satisfies the core information system refinement if any in-

formation system that is played with a positive probability is a core information

system.

If a precision a played with positive probability in a PBE is not a core information

system, it means that there is a deviation a′ and a subset of types S that are strictly

better off by announcing a′ and making credible announcements that their type is in

S. Receiver does not have to believe that a deviating type is indeed in S but may

believe that he is in S ′, which is a superset of S. If given the belief obtained through

restricting the prior to any such S ′, types in S want to deviate to a′ then a is not

a core information system. The candidate PBE fails the core information system

refinement if and only if there exists any such a.

A first thing to notice is that in a semi-separating equilibrium, a = 0 is trivially

a core information system because it is played with positive probability only by the
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low type. This is the only type for which the initial equilibrium outcome conditional

on playing a = 0 is defined. So for any other information system a′ > 0 one only has

to check whether for belief p(·|L), the low type wants to deviate. Clearly he doesn’t

because positive precision is costly and Receiver’s best response would be to reject

him.

In addition, we do not have to worry about checking information systems a′

associated with message S = {L}, because even if under belief p(·|H,L) the low type

may prefer the outcome under a
′
, under belief p(·|L) = 0 the low type will never

strictly prefer the outcome under a
′

to the equilibrium one. We can now proceed

with a detailed discussion of this refinement for our persuasive signalling game.

Lemma 10. Consider the core information system refinement:

1. In the optimistic case, pooling on a = 0 is the unique equilibrium that satisfies

the core information systems refinement.

2. In the neutral and pessimistic cases:

(a) If H(p) = HS(p) the unique D1 semi-separating equilibrium satisfies the

core information system refinement. However, other semi-separating equi-

libria may satisfy it as well.

(b) The high type optimal pooling equilibrium, on a+, when it exists, is the

only pooling PBE that satisfies the core information system refinement. If

H(p) = HP (p), it is the only PBE satisfying this refinement.

Proof of Lemma 10 :

1. Step 1: In the optimistic case, pooling on a = 0 survives the core information

system refinement. This is straigntforward, since for any information system

a′ > 0 there is no belief such that any type would want to deviate to a′, given

that both types are receiving the maximum payoff possible, 1.

Step 2: No other PBE equilibrium (pooling on positive precision, pooling on

two precision, semi-separating on one or two precisions) would survive the core

information system refinement. Consider a deviation to an arbitrarily small
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precision a′ = ε > 0 and S = {H}. For S ′ = {H} or S ′ = {L,H} and the

corresponding beliefs, 1 and p0, the high type would want to deviate, so the

candidate equilibrium does not satisfy the refinement.

2(a) Now, we consider the neutral and pessimistic case, and assume H(p) = HS(p),

which implies that UH(ã, p̃) > UH(a+, p0).

Step 1: Clearly, the unique D1 semi-separating equilibrium satisfies the re-

finement because for any other precision a′ and S = {H} or S = {L,H}
the high type would not prefer a′ to ã for S ′ = {L,H} and associated belief

p(θH |L,H) = p0.

Step 2: Consider any semi-separating equilibrium where the high type pools

with the low type on as 6= ã and corresponding interim belief is ps. When

UH(as, ps) > UH(a+, p0), (whether a pooling equilibrium exists or not) the

same logic as in Step 1 applies, and the candidate equilibrium satisfies the

refinement.

2(b) Now, consider the neutral and pessimistic case in general.

Step 1: Consider the pooling equilibrium on a+. By definition of a+, for

any other information system a′ and either S = {H} or S = {H,L}, given

S ′ = {H,L} and the associate belief p(θH |L,H) = p0, the high type does

not prefer the outcome under a′ to his equilibrium payoff. So, pooling on a+

satisfies the core information system refinement.

Step 2: In a pooling equilibrium, any information system a′ 6= a+ is not a core

information system. To see this, consider a deviation to a+ and S = {H}. By

the definition of a+, let S ′ = {H,L} and the associated belief p(θH |L,H) = p0,

the high type would prefer the outcome associated to a+ to his equilibrium

payoff, which in turn implies that he prefers the outcome associated with S ′ =

{H} and associated belief p(θH |H) = 1. The same logic applies for message

S = {L,H}.

Step 3: For pooling on two signals, one simply needs to observe that the interim

posterior associated with the lower precision must be lower than p0 and apply

the argument in Step 2.
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Step 4 : When H(p) = HP (p) the same argument as in Step 2 applies for

semi-separating equilibria (where high types pool with the low type on one or

two signals).

10 Appendix D (online):

In the Appendix we state some results on the probability of acceptance as a function

of precision for the high and the low type under different degrees of optimism. In

addition, for linear cost function, we characterize pooling equilibria and, for the

optimistic case, D1 pooling equilibria.

Probabilities of acceptance:

Consider the expression for the probability that Sender of type L is accepted by

Receiver (6), πL(a, p) = 1− Φ(x+ a).

Lemma 11. The pattern of the probability of acceptance of the low type, as a function

of precision a, given interim precision p, can be described as follows:

1. For any p: πL(+∞, p) = 0.

2. When p ≥ p, πL(a, p) is strictly decreasing in a.

3. When p < p, πL(a, p) is strictly increasing in a for a < apes, and strictly

decreasing for a > apes.

4. The limit lim
a→0

πL(a, p) is 1 when p > p, 1/2 when p = p, and 0 when p < p.

Proof of Lemma 11:

1. For any interim posterior, lima→+∞(x + a) = +∞. Therefore lima→+∞ 1 −
Φ(x+ a) = 0.

2. When p ≥ p, x < 0, therefore ∂πL(a,p)
∂a

= φ (x+ a) x
a
< 0.

3. When p < p, x < 0 if a > apes and x > 0 if a < apes. The sign of ∂πL(a,p)
∂a

follows.
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4. When p > p, lima→0(x+a) = −∞; when p = p, lima→0(x+a) = lima→0 a/2 = 0;

when p < p, lima→0(x+ a) = +∞. The result follows.�

Consider the expression for the probability that Sender of type H is accepted by

Receiver (5), πL(a, p) = 1− Φ(x).

Lemma 12. The pattern of the probability of acceptance of the high type, can be

described as follows:

1. For any p: πH(+∞, p) = 1.

2. When p > p, πH(a, p) is strictly increasing in a for a > aopt and strictly

decreasing for a < aopt .

3. When p ≤ p, πH(a, p) is strictly increasing in a.

4. The limit lima→0 πH(a, p) is 1 when p > p, 1/2 when p = p, and 0 when p < p.

Proof of Lemma 12:

1. For any interim posterior, lima→+∞ x = −∞. Therefore lima→+∞ 1−Φ(x) = 1.

2. When p > p, x + a is positive if a > aopt and negative if a < aopt. The result

then follows from the expression of ∂πH(a,p)
∂a

= φ (x) x+a
a
.

3. When p ≤ p, x+ a is positive. The sign of ∂πH(a,p)
∂a

follows.

4. When p > p, lima→0 x = −∞; when p = p, lima→0 x = lima→0−a/2 = 0; when

p < p, lima→0 x = +∞.The results follow from the expression of πH(a, p) =

1− Φ (x) .�

We now characterize pooling equilibria, and D1-pooling equilibria on positive

precision in the optimistic case when the cost function is linear in precision:

C(a) = γa. (40)
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Pooling equilibria

Given belief p = p0 pooling on precision a > 0 is a PBE iff πL(a, p)− C(a) ≥ 0.

We want to characterize the set of precisions for which this is the case.

Consider the expected payoff of Sender of low type: πL(a, p)−C(a), and see how

it varies with a, fixing belief p, note that

∂πL(a, p)

∂a
− ∂C(a)

∂a
=
x

a
φ (x+ a)− γa. (41)

This is negative if and only if:

γ > γL ≡
x

a
φ (x+ a) . (42)

In the neutral and optimistic cases, πL(0, p) > C(0) = 0 and πL(+∞, p) ≤ 1 <

C(+∞). When we restrict to cost functions in (40), since x < 0, condition (42) is

satisfied for all γ > 0. Actually the difference between the two is always decreasing

also for any cost function satisfying Assumption 1. In fact, by Lemma 11 πL is always

strictly decreasing in a, but C is increasing. Therefore, πL(a, p) and C(a) always

intersect once and only once. Let ao(p) denote such intersection. Any precision

a ∈ [0, a0] is a pooling equilibrium.

In the pessimistic case, without further assumptions, there is no guarantee that

the two curves cross. However, we can show that in the pessimistic case, for the cost

function in (40), whenever πL(a, p) and C(a) intersect, they intersect twice. Observe

that when a approaches +∞, πL(a, p) is below C(a). When a → 0, while πL(a, p)

and C(a) converge to 0, also ∂πL/∂a and ∂C/∂a do. We can show, however, that

πL(a, p) is below C(a). To see this, consider the ratio

∂πL(a, p)/∂a

∂C/∂a
=
x

a
· φ (x+ a)

γ
.

Recall that x/a = − lnλ/a2 − 1/2. When a → 0, x/a → ∞ at the speed of 1/a2.

The variable (x+ a) goes to infinity at the same speed as 1/a. So φ (x+ a) goes to

zero at a faster rate than 1/a2 and therefore ∂πL
∂a
/∂C
∂a
→ 0. It could therefore be that

the two curves never cross and πL(a, p) is always below C(a) or, if they cross, they

must cross an even number of times. In other words, if the two curve cross, since

they both converge to zero as precision converges to zero, the difference cannot be
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always increasing. At the critical points, the following FOC must be satisfied: that

is, from (42)

γ = φ(x+ a)
x

a
= γL. (43)

For a > apes (the point of max of πL, and at which x = 0), x < 0. Clearly

γL < γ, for all γ > 0.53In fact, for x < 0, γL is decreasing in a (x+ a is positive and

increasing, meaning that φ(x+a) is decreasing, and x
a

is decreasing). We can restrict

our attention to what happens for x > 0, a < apes. We take the total derivative with

respect to a and obtain ∂γL
∂a

= φ(x+a)
a2

[(x+ a) (x2− 1) + x]. We have that ∂γL/∂a = 0

if and only if

x2 − 1 =
x

x+ a
.

We know that x is decreasing in a so we can analyze the above expression in terms

of x: The LHS is increasing and convex in x. When x = 0 it equals −1. It equals 0

at x = 1 and equals 1 at x =
√

2. The RHS is increasing and concave in x.54 When

x = 0 it equals 0 and it is always less than 1. It follows that a unique intersection

exists between the two curves at some a ∈ (aa, ab), where aa =
√

2[
√

1− lnλ− 1] is

such that x(aa) =
√

2 and ab =
√

1− 2 lnλ− 1 is such that x(ab) = 1.

We have just shown that γL initially (a → 0) γL converges to zero ((x + a) →
x → ∞, x/a → ∞ but at a lower rate than φ(x + a) → 0) then it increases and

reaches a maximum at some a ∈ (aa,apes). At a = apes, γL = 0 and it is therefore

below γ and it stays below for higher a.

Between the two levels of a that satisfy (43), the highest aML corresponds to a

maximum and the smallest amL to a minimum. Once again, if γ > max γL ≡ γLwe are

sure that the probability of acceptance and the cost do not intersect. If, γ < γLwe

know that the difference between the two curves reach a local maximum and a local

minimum but we cannot be sure they intersect. For this we need γ to be small

enough. A sufficient condition for the two curves to cross is that γ < γp, where

53That is, ∂πL/∂a− ∂C/ ∂a < 0.
54Notice that da

dx = −a/(x + a) < 0, and dx/(x+a)
dx = (x+a)−x(1+da/dx)

(x+a)2 = x+a−x+xa/(x+a)
(x+a)2 =

a(x+a)+xa
(x+a)3 = 2ax+a2

(x+a)3 > 0. This can be rewritten asdx/(x+a)
dx = (x+a)2−x2

(x+a)3 therefore, d2x/(x+a)
d2x =

−2ax+[−a2−4ax]x
(x+a)5 < 0 ∀x > 0.
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γp =
1−Φ(−

√
2 lnλ)

−
√

2 lnλ
is the value of γ such that πL(a, p) and C(a) intersect exactly at

apes. Alternatively, for given γ we need that the prior p0 is sufficiently high.

Any precision a ∈ [aa, ab] is a pooling equilibrium.

D1 pooling equilibria in the optimistic case

Given linear cost of precision (40) for optimistic priors we can state the following

result on D1 pooling equilibria on precision a ∈ (a, a0).

Proposition 6. If the prior p0 is below a certain threshold, there could be either one

or two D1 pooling equilibria on a positive signal, while if it is above that threshold,

the only D1 equilibrium is pooling on no information.

Proof of Proposition 6:

To prove the proposition we need to examine condition (10), which with linear

cost becomes:

λ(p)

λ(p)− 1
φ(x) = γ. (44)

On the one hand, its RHS is constant. On the other hand, fixing p, the LHS first

increases in a, until it reaches a maximum at aopt, and then decreases towards zero as

a approaches infinity. As p increases, the LHS of (44) shifts down, and aopt moves to

the left. Let a1
γ(p) and a2

γ(p) be the two intersections between the LHS and RHS of

(44), when they do intersect. Given prior p, a pooling equilibrium on a signal a > 0

satisfies the D1 criterion if and only if a ∈ {a1
γ(p), a

2
γ(p)}. It follows that the signals

a1
γ and a2

γ are D1 pooling equilibria if and only if they are pooling equilibria, which

in the optimistic case is equivalent to that they are smaller than a0(p).

When p is very close to 1 so that the LHS and RHS of (44) do not intersect, pooling

on a = 0 is the unique D1 equilibrium. We need to see under which conditions a1
γ

and a2
γ exist and are pooling equilibria.

Let p1/2 be the interim posterior belief such that the signal at which the low type

is getting zero payoff equals the signal at which the probability of acceptance of the

high type is at its minimum,

a0(p1/2) = aopt(p1/2).
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We show that p1/2 is well defined. Notice that, since at aopt(p), x+a = 0, πL(p, aopt(p)) =

1/2 for all p < 1. In the meantime, a0(p) is defined by πL(p, a0) = C(a0). When

p → p or λ → 1, a0(p) > aopt(p). This is because as p → p, while a0 is defined by

1−Φ(a0/2) = γa0, aopt must satisfy 1−Φ(aopt/2) = 1/2 and therefore aopt approaches

0. If follows that a0(p) > aopt(p). When p → 1 or λ → +∞, a0(p) < aopt(p). This

is because as p→ 1, πL(p, a0(p)) converges to 1, which implies that when p→ 1 we

have that πL(p, a0(p)) − πL(p, aopt(p)) > 0. Since πL(p, a0(p)) is increasing in p, we

have that, for any γ, there is a unique p1/2 such that: if p < p1/2 then a0(p) > aopt(p)

and if p > p1/2 then a0(p) < aopt(p).

We also know from Proposition 1 that for any fixed γ, there exists a p̃ that satis-

fies (11), i.e.,
λ(p̃)

λ(p̃)− 1
φ(x(a0(p̃), p̃) = γ.

We need to see whether a0(p̃) = a1
γ(p̃) or a0(p̃) = a2

γ(p̃).

From the proof of Proposition 1, we know that λ(p̃)
λ(p̃)−1

φ(x(a0(p̃), p̃) is decreasing

in p, that λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x(a0(p), p) > γ at p = p, and λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x(a0(p), p) < γ at p = 1.

If p̃ ≥ p1/2 and therefore a0(p̃) < aopt(p̃), then a0(p̃) = a1(p̃). So at p = p̃, there

exist two D1 equilibria: a1
γ and 0. For p higher than p̃, pooling on a = 0 is the only D1

equilibrium. This is because for higher p, the whole curve λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x(a(p), p) shifts

down and to the right, so that aopt(p) > a0(p) > a0(p̃), and λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x(a0(p), p)) < γ,

implying that a0(p) is to the right of a1
γ(p). Conversely, for p lower than p̃, the

whole curve λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x(a, p)) shifts up and to the left, so that a0(p) < a0(p̃), and
λ(p)

[1−λ(p)]
φ(x(a0(p), p) > γ, implying that a0(p) is to the right of a1

γ(p), which means

that a1
γ(p) is a D1 equilibrium.

If p̃ < p1/2, we have a0(p̃) > aopt(p̃), which implies a0(p̃) = a2
γ(p̃). At p̃, there are

three D1 equilibria: a1
γ, a

2
γ and 0. Let pγ be the maximum prior such that a1

γ and a2
γ

are well defined. In other words, pγ satisfies γ = λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x(aopt(p), p). Clearly, for

priors p > pγ, a = 0 is the only D1 pooling equilibrium. If p ∈ (p̃, pγ), there continue

to exist three D1 equilibria: a1
γ(p), a

2
γ(p), and 0. This is because higher p, have higher

a0(p) and γ > λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x), implying that a0(p) > a1
γ(p) and, therefore, that a1

γ(p)

and a2
γ(p) are both pooling equilibria. Conversely, for p lower than p̃, as before a0(p)
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is lower and γ < λ(p)
[1−λ(p)]

φ(x). However, now this implies that a0(p) ∈ [a1
γ(p), a

2
γ(p)]

and therefore only a1
γ(p) and 0 are D1 equilibria.�
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